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CIIA. T.ER I 
INTROOOCTIO 
---==- ---==- -~-
Within recent ;year8, the quantit;y of unpublished research in t...'le fom 
of service papers and t heses has multiplied as the demand for information 
and lmowledge has increased in the fiel d of education. 
1 
At Boston UniTersit¥, and other univer~ities and colleges, qualified 
I graduate students haTe studied and prepared research materials for their 
I 
1
own information and for the information and use of others. 
j In the vast field of education various areas f or study have been em-
I 
phasized. one of these areas is the complex probl• of the slow child. Be-
cause of the need for studied information in this area, man;r students have 
J
1
chosen thi "' problem for intensive graduate study. 
11 As a result of the increased interest and study, rapidly expanding 
I 
research has made it necessary to make known and easily available the 
I ~uantit,y of work completed. 
I 
II 
I. 9I'ATE •NT OF 'IDE ROBLEK 
The purpose of this service paper is to present an evaluation and 
d 
digest of all the graduate studies completed at Boston UniTersit;y in the 
1~ea of the siow learning chUd. 
11 · - ' · 
II. PURPO<-E AND JUSTIFICATION 
As the demand for more adequate education of- the slow chUd increases, 
so does the need for making known the inf'ormat ion which is available. It is 
'I 
I 
r 
~or this purpose of making known the information that this paper has beea 
--= ~-==- - - - -=- ·-=------ - =-=--= ----=--=-- -- --- -~ 
II 
.,...jl --=- ---=-~ ----= - - . - --
,conceived. The' function of this paper is manifold a ~ pro"'iae a 
I reference tool for all Boston University students who are concerned with 
I 
,the slow chUd, to guide arv- group outside the univerei.ty investigating the 
:slow child, to summarise the content and limitations of completed papers, 
I 
11 and to provide suggestions for further research in an effort to eliminate 
I 
II needless and time consUIIling searching. 
1 The paper is justified as a result o the vast bodjy of research 
jl 
literature which has been· compiled at Boston University. As a . basic 
1 referenoe tool, this stuqy fulfills a definite need in the field of educ ... 
I 
I 
I, 
! 
tional researc 1. It proposes to make available, in a compr ehensive and 
succinct manner, all the graduate studies of the slow learning child, CCIIII:-
pleted at Boston University. 
III. SCOPE 
This paper encompasses 73 studies and includes in its structure all 
the graduate studies completed at Boston University to this time, whose 
• area of studjy is the slow child• 
For the purposes of this study, the slow child includes the "mentally 
i retarded," t he "menta.J.l¥ defective," the "ment~ handicapped," the "atyp-
' ioal, " the "slaw learner, n or any other term used to classU)' or identity 
the educationally retarded or mental]3 retarded child. This description 
,, 
11 also considers the placement of the slow child in the group, may he be in 
1 
the regular classro<lll, special cl.assroom, r€Dledi.al classroom, helping 
classroom, or au,y other classroom in which the slow chUd is located. 
IV. PROCEDURE 
The procedure for this studjy will be clarified if placed in the four 
. --=-- -- -
- - ---=- ,=-."-" =----'-'-=---= -........=..~- -- - --=-
I' 
li t " . 
categories hich toll~ a 
I 1. Investi ation of completed gra(luate studios. 
I 
2. batraction and evaluation of the studies . 
.3 . Classification of t he gra.duatE:l studies . 
4. necocnmandatiooo ror further reseo.reh. 
Third, the problem and claaei£:1cation me immediately indicated s 
1 ma.rlY of the atudies, t ough im:Uarly titled; •er of different content and 
I' inte~t, The clasaU'icatiM is, therefore , a cl..-U'ication ot the studie9 
1 and tho biblioarapby. 
11 Fourth, general and specific :rec0li1Il:lendat1ona were made in an effort to 
pinpoint ne ded areas for investigation in th tield of the slow learn:in 
child. Rec0Jlllll(3ndations \Vera also made to s-uggest needed improvements in the 
!i preparation and final construction of the service papers 
I' II 
'I I 
II 
I 
-======-=- -=- =--
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CHAPTER II 
CLASSIFIED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
The classifications which have been develop~d for the studies included 
I 
1 
in this paper are designed to identity and clarif;y each study as it pertains 
I' I i. to the overall field of the slow learning child. These classifications are 
I 
11 the followinga 
1. CUrriculum Materials - Adjusted dateriala 
2. Curriculum Yaterials - •orkbooka 
). Educational Growth Studies 
4. Evaluation and Measurement 
s. Psychology of Learning Studies 
6. Surveys and Follow-Up Studies 
I' 1· Occupational Studies 
I 
I. 
Each related graduate study, abstracted in this paper, is listed alpha 
betically to f acill te location and evaluation of each study. 
I' 
I 
I. Curriculum aterials - Adjuated .Materials 
Kelley, Anna F., "Adjustment of a Social Studies Textbook for Re-
tarded Children in Grade Five." Service Paper, 1949, 72p. 
II 
I 
~ernnerney, Francis A., "Organization of Two Topics for JUJ)ior-
High School Special Classes." Thesis, 19SO, l06p. 
Noe~, Dorothy R., "Exercises for the Development of a Beginning 
Reading Vocabulary in Mentally Retarded Children. • Service Paper, 
1946, 173p. 
Patsourakos, 1 ncharacteriatics to be in a United States Junio 
High School Hiator.y Book for the Slow Reader.• Thesis, 1952, 60p. 
Piper, alter r., "A Curriculum for Cl asses of Mentail1' Retarded 
Children." Thesis, 1934, 4l4p. 
I 
,--
I 
---- -- -- --=- --- --=-c==-==- -==--~- -~=- --== r-=--=-
1 
I 
I 
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I 
I 
II . 
II 
·t 
I 
Rich, Leonor ?A:., "A Manual of Suggestions Adapting the Instructional -J 
aterials in the Social Studies to the Reading Abilities of Sl ow Learn-
ing Chil dren in the Fifth Grade." Service Paper, 1947, l74p . 
I 
Thompson, Phyllis E., "Historical St ories for Suppl ementary Reading with , 
Secondary School Interest and Intermediate Grade Reading Level. " Ser-
vice Paper, 1949, ll4p. 
ahl, Bertha L., "Original Stories and Related Activities from United 
States Postage Stamps for ·the Slow Learning Chil d." Service Paper, 
1950, 108p. . 
V. elch1 Gertrude R., "Exercises to Develop Reading Organizat ion in Grade 
Three.'' Service Paper, 1949, 1946. 
Curriculum aterials - orkbooks 
Andrews, Lillian; Bell, Constance; Burns, •arch; et al., orkbook of 
Stories and Selected Exercises f or Boys of Sixth Grade Inter est and 
Second Grade Reading Abilit y .• Service Paper, 1953, 86p. 
Berwick, Hildred G.; and Foley, Gertrude E., "A V: orkbook of Exercises 
to StimUlate Interest in Readi ng, to Enrich the Concept"s, and to Provide 
Practice . in the Reading Skills - Grade Five Interest Level - Grad Two 
Vocabular.y Level." Service Paper, 19501 l83p. 
Callan, Francis I ., "V orkbook for the Slow Learning Child." Service 
Paper, 1948, 78p. 
Cronin, Stephen J . 1 "The Construction of a Unit and 'orkbook of Exer-
cises for t he Slow Learner to Develop Comprehension and Increase Study 
Skills for Use in the Teaching ot an American History Unit on the ~ est,-
ard ovement in the United States on a Sixth Gr ade Level. " Service 
Paper, 1951, 185p. 
Drinkwater, Anna ., " orkbook for the Slav; Learner in Reading.n 
Paper, 19491 llOp. 
Service 
Evans, leanor G., Jorkbook for the Slow Learning Child." Service 
Paper, 1946, 96p. 
Lipner 1 ary I . and Lane 1 • Lillian., "A Reading t orkbook of Stories 
and Exercises w1 th First Grade Vocabulary and Fourth Grade Interest s , tt 
Service Paper, 19$01 179p. 
McBreen, Gertrude, ' lorkbook in Reading for Sp .cial Class Children.n 
Service Paper, 19491 49p. 
II 
c lroy, Eleanor R., "Units in Rhode Island History for t he Exceptional I 
Child. " Service Paper, 1949, 293p. 
ahoney, ~ ary F., ~aking the Colonial Past Real by the Use of Local 
~aterials . " Service Paper, 1948, 84p. 
-· I-
I 
Quigley, F..dna E., ''Materials of Gloucester for Teacher Use in Special 
Class." Service Paper, 1953, 22lp. 
Roberson, Olive M., "A Reading 'lorkbook for the Slow-Normal Children in 
the Second Half of the _First Grade." Service Paper, 1950, 82p. 
Scanlon, Louis A., "Supplementary Narrative Stories in United States 
History with Secondary Grade Interest and Intermediate Grade Reading 
Level." Thesis, 1951, lllp. 
Andrus, Ruth M., "Diagnostic Study of Reading Abilities in Special 
Classes and SUggestions for the Improvement of Difficulties. " Service 
Paper, 1946, 86p. 
Cannon, Izabella M. 1 "Units in Mathematics for Groups of Different 
Abilities with Special Emphasis on the Slow Learning Group." Service 
Paper, 1938, 135p. 
I Ciampa, aria H. et al., "An !!.valuation of a Group of Exercises in 
Reading Prepared for Slow Learning Children in the Primary Grades." 
Th sis, 1953, 60p. 
I 
Cohen, Sibyl u., "Exercises to Improve Five ritten Skills of Seventh 
Grade Retarded Readers." Service Paper, 1931, 152p. 
Crombie, ! arcia H., "An Evaluation of the Educational Growth of a Group 11 
of Retarded Children." Service Paper, 1949, 177p. 
Dobrow, George, "A Study of a Retarded Seventh Grade Class in Its t ork 
in Geography Through the Use of Committees." Service Paper, 1949, 74p. 'I 
Giacobbe, Nicoletta G., "The D entaJ.ly Retarded Child and Basic English." 
1 Service Paper, 1945. 
r. essina, Gasperina u., "Experimental Study of Basic English with the 
entally Retarded Child." Service Paper, 1946, 205p. 
,1 · 
I 
Uoriarity, (. and Forest, 11., "Exercises to Increase Auditory Discrim:i.na-
tion in Retaraed Readers of Grades IV, V, and VI." Service Paper, 1952, 
173p. 
Shorthill, R. and Shorthill, E. A., "Exercises to Increase Reading 
Readiness and r.'lord Analysis Skills for the Slow Learning Child." Service 
Paper, 1953, l55p. 
--=-=-=--
rv. aluati~n and Measurement. - . -r 
Dodge, Harriet E., "A Comparison of the Stanford-Binet ental Age and 
the Hearlng Comprehension A bill ty of Dull Children." Thesis, 1940, 33p • .I 
Foss, Gertrude, l· ., ltLanguage Comprehension Skills of entally Retarded 1 
Children. 11 Thesis, 1938, 40p. 
Gilm8n1 Alice, ·"Mental Test Variations Among Dull Children." Thesis, 
1941, 104p. 
Hekkala, Alice M., nThe Construction and Analysis of an~ Arithmetic 
Achievement Test for the Special Class. 11 ·Thesis, 19Sl, 87p. 
Jacques, Aliette A., "The Evaluation of Remedial Teaching on a Group of 
Special Class Children," Service Paper, 19S2, 169p. 
arshall1 arguerite F., "An Evaluation of a Remedial ethod of Teaching 
Spelling in Grade Three,n Thesis, 1948, 162p. 
urphy, Anna c., "A Study of the Performanc of Special Classification 
Children on the Binet-Simon, The Pintner-Non-Language, and The Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Capacity Test.n Thesis, 1948, 70p. 
Nev1ell, Lawrence J., 1lb"valuation of Learning and Retention .Among the 
ntally Retarded." Thesis, 1949, 39p. 
Newell, . Lawrence J. 1 nperformance of High a nd . Low Achievers in Special 
Classes for the entally Retarded. 1t Doctoral Dissertation, 19.52, 22lp. 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
I 
Ramsdell, Evelyn F., "Delinquency Proneness in a Group of Education~ •. 
Retarded Children." Thesis, 19.50, 77p . 11 
Ring, Shirley B., "A Comparison of Achievement and 
Ei ght Special Class Children." Thesis, 19Sl, 62p. 
I 
ntal Ages of Ninety.,. 
il 
V. Psychology of Learning Studies 
Bartell, Mad line E., "Differences in Social Habits, and Interests of 
Hi gh and Lo Achievers." Thesis, 1942, 48p. 
Baxter, Frederick G., "A Study to Determine the Effects of the Film as an 
Implement of Learning with Special Consideration to the Slow Learner." 
Service Paper, 19501 82p. 
Freeman, Helen F., "The Difference Between Recall and Recognition in 
Normal and entally Deficient Children." Thesis, 1948, 69p, 
VI . Surveys and Follow-Up Studies 
Andrews, Francis ., 11The Educat ional Status of the Blind entally Re-
tarded in the United States." Thesis, 1933, 60p. 
)I 
'I 
L1LILJL "". , John G., " 
t.t.at~oee~ i n o cor J 
tu of b eial ............... 
tr poli City. " 
cial Clns 
ner in· 
s nt 
sa-# I 
72p. 
of C'.hildr n in 
in 
, 
I 
,, 
-Stacey 1 . Paul F.,. ~A Follon- Up Study of One Hundred And Four Special 
Class Boys fuo Attended the Center School at Salem, in assachusetts 
fro Sept em r , 1936 to June, 1946." Thesi s , 1950, . 122p . 
at rs, . Jane c., "A Revie of the Rese~ch of the ent llY Retarded 
Child. " S r vioe Pap r, . l 953, l55p~ 
VII . Vocational Studies 
I 
Gale, .. lizabeth . A., 11A ~ogram of Vocational Education and uidance 
for the entally Retarded in S condary chool.11 Service aper, 1945, 
112p. 
Harri ngton, Raymond T., 11A Connnunity Occupational Survey of a anuf c-
turing and Industrial City 1 Surburban to Boston, to Discover the Jobs 
or Occupations ithin the Community Suited to the Limited Abilities of 
Special Class Graduates. 11 Service Paper, 19501 lOlp. 
Houlihan, ldred L., "A V orkbook in Occupational Information for 
Special Class Boys.n Service Paper, 1950, 126p • . 
Keefe, arjorie V ., "The R lation and Application of Intergr t ed Hand~ 
work Skills to Occupational Skills for an Advanced Group of I!entall.y. 
Retarded Bo.Ys·" Service Paper, 1945, 162p. 
Lonergan, Joseph c., "Handbook in ~oodworking for Speciol Classes." 
Service Paper, 1943, 194p. 
Scott, Frances A., ' orkbook i n Home echanics for Special Classes . " 
Servic Paper, 1945, ll3p. 
Serkees, Leonard, "Study of the Pl acement oblems of the entally 
etardcd at the \ alter E. Fernald School. " Th .sis, 1953, 48p. 
rolloek, Phillip E., 11A 'orkbook in Basic Mechanics to eet the eeds 
of Special lass Boys. " c rvice Paper, 1953, 9lp. 
-t---= I 
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CHAPTER UI 
ABSTRACI'S 
The abstract of each service paper and thesis, included in this paper, 
J, follow the classification which hae been selected for each group of related 
1 
papers. The abstracts haye been denl.oped from an original outline suggeste 
. I 
,_. Doctor Helen Blair Sulli'Y&ll, Professor of Education at Boston Univer ..... itv. ' 
11 "'J " i 
The following topical steps are uniformly included iri each abstract and are 
I presentecl as guides ·to clari.t'y and summarize the content of each graduate 
j paper. 
I' 
I 
1. Information identifying the studT. 
2. The problem oi' the studJ'. 
). cope and limitations or the stuqy. 
4. rocedure for the stu~. 
$. Conclusions by the author of the stuct;r. 
6. Recommendations by the author .for f urther research. 
curriculum Materials - Adjusted Materials 
Kelly , Anna Ferriter. "Adjustment of' a r..ocial Studies Textbo k for 
Retarded Children in Grade Five . • 
Service Paper, 1949. 60p . 
B. S. in Ed., State Teachers College at Bridge-
water, 1940. 
roblem. 'l'o adjust the reading materials of on history text-b9ok to 
t he reading levels within a fifth grad-e olase. 
Scope and Limitations . No attempt has been made t.o evaluate the im-
portance of the subject matter taught, nor t o accomplish t.be 
prescribed objectives of a social studies curriculum. The 
I 
I JL.IL 
I 
f=--=-=.~---
-- leve:l to d.et.ermirle if slaw l earners -woldd -bener"""l:=;t.--=-c::-by--::;::;th;=e=-=--=---:-=!ll==~= 
adjustment. 
:i 
li 
·, 
Procedure. The KuhJ.mann .... Anderson Test was adnlinistered to measure the 
intelligence levels of the class . The Durrell-Sullivan Read-
1ng Achievement Test was administered and indicated the amount 
of progre.,s the class had while learning to r ead. The text. 
Earl.y .America was r~written for the slQW readers . The amount 1 
ot learrd.ng which took place when a less.on was one long con-
tinuous selection was compared and tested with t he results ot 
a lesson tbat had been divided into many short paragraphs. 
Conclusions. 
1. Jlo~t of the class could under~tand the textbook when tbe 
teacher preceded tlte~r sil.ent reading with a resume or 
the ooapter. 
2. When the unsimplili4td text wa.a presented, without the 
teacher • ~ analysis be£orehanc4 the . majori t,- of the class 
failed to comprehend the subject matter r ead. 
1 
.3. If the teacher related tne story of the chapter, and no 
8ilent reading was done by the class , most of the students 
learned the .t'acts and i<leas l$ich had been explained. 
4. The greatest amount o! learning was brought about by sim-
plifying tlle text and di viQing it into sections followed 
b,y stu~ questiona. 
$. Present;l.ng the simplified text in one complete unit is an 
improvement over using the book as "Wl'itten, but is not as 
1 efficient a procedure ae using the si.'lllplified oh~ter in 
=~Jl:=1 _ __ @4,.,. _ ____ ___ .., • ......,tl!O'o .... p... 1_.:._s ... :s_e.,.:_ .. ar .... · -~-·te_,:!_.,~_ .... s_tu_dy_qu_e...,e ... ~-~-~~ ...--s• ... _...,.,. . ... ""'s'""w ___________ 1~-----=--::..-" 
I 
II 
-~---====-=~=-=~~ "Organization of Two Topic~s=£=o=r=J=un1=-o=·r-=~·~ . ~ -II _t --=- =-= --=--)lcinnerney, Francis Albert . 
I 
I 
I• 
II 
'j 
High Special Class. • 
Thesis, 1950. 186p. 
Boston University", 19SO. 
Problem. To construct, teach, and evaluate two units tor junior-high 
Special Classes. 
Scope and Limitations. Units were pla:med for a class of 16 to 18 boye 
and girls in a junior-high school Special Class in atertown, . 
usaehusetts. O.A. ta of t he pupils ranged from 13 reare to 
I 20 ;reate, 2 months. 
I 
'1l 
Procedure. The units were constructed on the following topicsa 
II l. Reading is run 
1 2. Rubber 
I 
I 
I' 
I 
' I 
I 
li 
Conclusions. 'nle author reports having experienced productive weeks of 
teaching these units. As indicated by their class opinions, 
the children had reacted favorably to -the unit method. 
--------------------------·-------------·------------------------·-·-----1 
Noel, Dorothy R. "Exercises f or the Development of a Beginning Reading 
Vocabulary in Uentally Retarc.tod Children. tt 
Service Paper, 1946. 187p. 
B.s ., State Teachers College at Bridgew~ter, 1943. 
Pr obleul. To prepare a set of won~book exercises to develop a ·beginrJUng 
roading -v-ocabulal"y n ttJ. a group of men tally retarded children 
whose r.Q.•s ranged from 69 to 74. 
scope and Limitat-ions. A group of mentally retcu-ded boys, who were 
placed. L'l a pr;Lmary Special Cla.ea after ~ending two yecxrs. in 
the first grade, were used in this .stt1.ey. The studjy' was 
limit.ed by the small sar.pling of population. 
Procedure. Fifty minutes a ~ was given to t ho work for a period of 
ei~t weeks. The vocabulary used in the <7orkbool~ ccns isted ot 
----
;, 
I 
~j__-=- =---
II 
I -
I 
I 
I• 
I 
I 
T 
--- --=..::::::....--=- --=--- ...:.._ ~ --- - =--- -· - - ·-
-- - -·
standard vocabul.ary lists~ •rhe daily work was pl a..'llled as 
follows, 
1. Ten minutee • oral drill to develop audi. tory and visual 
discrimination. · 
2. 
4. 
Ten Jlinutee ·- make wall c.'larts and picture dictionaries ae 1 
part of the above work. 1 
I 
I ~~fteen minutes - introduc new words - review old words. 1 
Fifteen minutes - workbook exercises . 
II 
1, 
Conclusions. $ach of the subjects r11ade a si gnificant pin in the 
I; 
,, 
·I 
p 
I 
I: 
development, of t he beginning vocabulary. Six weeks aft er the ' 
tra.ining had discontinued, one third or the group had r et ained i 
<ill th" words mastered and had learned frOlll one to three new J 
I 
words in the interval. The remainder failed to retain a smallJ 
percentage of words. · The chUd wb.o made the least progress. 
had the second 1i.ghest mental age of th e; group. The one who 
made t.'le most pr ogress had the lowest mental. age and I.Q. of 
the group . The greatest number of erl .. ors ocC"J.rred o.o the 
words no, on, bouse, ~d hoJ:'ae. ·rho usc of game-5. pict'ilres. 
a..£d other interesting material contributed to the development 
and r etention of th e vocabulary. 
l. A study to det,ermine how large a sight vocabulary should 
be taught lllentalll" retardad children before specifio 
instruction i n word. a.nalysis is begun. 
2. A 'atuey to determine whether a prel · ainw.-y progr,;ijjt of 
l~tgUage development would have arzy· effect on learn~&g 
I 
I! 
II 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I -· ---..... -· • .a. 
in reading if' he wore pla.ced in a . _ ecial Class at the 
· begimU.ng of h:.Ls school lite. 
4. 4 study to determine whether reading on a controlled level 
through re-writing of material and careful selection would 
produce a greater growth of vocabulary than materials 
used rl tb the a.verae;e chlld. 
5. A etuc\r to determine the best methods and techniques for 
developing a sight vocabulary in mentally' retarded 
c.l).ildren. 
6. A stu~ to determine the effect of comic book:J and mot.ion 
pictures on t.ile reading of the . slow learning child• 
1. Foll01r-up studies _to determine t he amount and types ot 
reading done by the mental.ly r etard<!d <ifter t.r~ey leave 
school, to better provide for t heir future needs. 
patsourakos, Jla.r;r. "Characteristics to be Incorporated in a United 
States JU.nior High t-chc,ol History Book for the 
SlOW' Reader.• 
Thesis, 1952. 68p. 
B.S. in Ed., Boston t1niversit7, 1940. 
I 
I 
I 
1, 
II 
problea. To determine the extent to hich several typical United States , 
Histo17 books sen-ed the slow learner. 
Scope and Limitations. An an~sis was made of ten textbooks_, of recent I 
publication, being used in teaching social studieB in junior-
high schools. The recommendations nre the outgrOW'th ot a 
limited stuO, ot Belected texts. 
procedure. Ten textbooks used on the junior-high school level were 
analJ'Sed. A questiormaire was given_ to a heterogeneous group 
I 
of abCJ\lt 1)0 pupils in order to learn 'What the pupUa consider cl 
I 
_i_ -
I 
II I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
I 
I· 
··- - --- -- - - ---=---=--- . -- - - - ·:;:_:o_=::- - ~--=-=- __ ,; -- -~ ~-
objectionable or favorable features ·in the textbooks. 
1: 
Conclusions. list of recoiamendations which could make these textbook~: 
I 
more serviceable and meaningful for the slow learner -was cc.a- l 
p:Ued. The t extbooks showed a: need for silllplification for 
the sl.ovr leu~net". 
¥ L u• e•..-u -. _ttrp. I 
Piper, Wal.ter Irring. "A CUrricula for Classes of Mentall.y Retarded 
C.i.ildren.•• 
1'heeis; l93lP. 4lbp. 
A.B., University of tievl Hampshire, 1927. 
problem. To prepare lists of units selected for each o! the various 
levels of accomplishment; to organue ·t,he class on the batds 
of life situations but within tne limited interest range of 
retarded ~ildren. 
Scope and Limitations. This iB a tmgge~.tive rather than a dei'inite 
course of · study. The units cover work for one year. The 
material ranges from pre-px·:Iaer level t.1-u-o·ugh the sixth 
grade. 
II I 
Procedure. The units are so a.rrang(;d that a !)regressive cCJu.rse is 
I 
otfared from 'ftilere ever the chlld is rea-o\1 to learn. n. wac I 
s·u.ggested to begin t.lrls p:r•oject at the child• s level, attain- · 
ment, and knowledge with the faudliar facts acquired in t.he 
home, in the neig.,.i.bo:rhood, in the city, ta).d in the school 
and gradtA.illy extend to horizons of th,., unknowa Un'oue;ll a. 
s,ystEmatic, orderly process. 
----------------·------·---------~---~~~~--------
Rich, Lenora M. "A )(anual of Suggestions Adapting the Instructional I 
Materials .in t..~ e ,So cial ~ tudies ·t.o the Reaclil • Ai llit1 s 
of Slow Learning Children in the Fifi:h Grade." 
Service ~ aper, 1947. 56p. 
B.S. in Ed., Boston University, 19J7. 
I. 
I 
! ,, 
-· .U 
Problem. To prepare a manual of materials, for teacher use, ~ m;et~ r--=--
Scope. 
the social studies requirements of slow learning children iD 
the f'i:Cth grade. 
This manual indicated measures f'or use in developing desireab 
studJ' habits. The Durrell-Sullivan Remedial List was used in 
controlling the vocabulary. The exercises were designed to 
help the · teacher to carry on individual help in developing 
reading skUls. 
Procedure . Four exercises were constructed f'or each of t..'l}e followilag 
skills a 
1. Locating information 
2. Organizing informatioJl 
3. ·:valuating information 
4. Critical thinking 
SUggestions for Further Research. 
1. A manual of suggested techniques to develop the essential 
geograpbT skills. 
4. A study of' how tn e problem of the slow learner is being 
met in the American school s,rstems. 
jl 
I 
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Thompson, Phyllis Esther. "Historical Stories for c·upplementary Reading 
with Secondary School Interest and Inter-
mediate Grade Level." 
Service Paper, 1949. l.l.4p • 
B.S. in Ed., Boston University, 1947. 
Problem. To provide adults and secondary school pupils with booke 
- -
- -- ---- ~ ---
I 
* - -Scope and Limitations. To supply supplementary reading material ill 
United tates History and material for those pupils and adult 
who cannot read material 'Written bqond a sixth grade level. 
The subjects were limited to 15 seventh grade pupils, t• 
determine the readabilitY' of the material. Onq one of th• 
stories was tested. The language of the stories often lacked 
color due to the strict adherence to the use of words found 
in selected word Usts. 
J?rocedure, Three stories were written dealing with men of American 
Histo17, The stories were enti tledc 
"George Rogers Clark and the Winning of the Northwest." 
"David Bushnell and Ezra Lee on the Turtle - The First 
Aaerican Submarine•• I 
"Charles ThOJIIPSOn HarTe)'" and tne Sault Saint 1(arie cartal.• ·
1 
Conclusions. The re ding level was detel'JI.ined to be 3.$. ill pupila 
enj07ed the stories. No one seemed aware that the material 
was designed for ea~ reading. 
Suggestions for Furtner ResearCh. 
1. Develop a social studies vocabulary to be introduced at 
the primary- level. 
2. · lace all the difficult words and proper names in the 
introduction. 
3. Evaluate this material by" use of a larger sampling ot 
junior and senior high school people. 
--------------------------------------
W&hl, Bertha Louise . "Original Stories and Related Activities F'r• 
~nited States Postage tamps for the Slow Learn-
ing Child.• 
Service Paper, 19$0. 108p. 
B.s-.- :m- Ed.-.Teaahers•- collq, -salem, 1.940. 
I 
II I 
- -----
1' 
I 
Problem. To write st-ories from United s tates p ostage -stamps tor the~ 
slow learning chUd, in grade seven and eight. 
Scope and Limitations. The subjects honored by postage stamps. issued 
between 1935 and 1948, were compare& with social studies t~xts 
to determine which ot these mi ght be useful in teachi.Dg. Sub- ! 
j ects were chosen according to their useful~ss in social I 
studies work. The stories were confined to indicated year• I 
II because other writers had written brief passages about stamps IJ 
previous to 1936. 
Procedure. Twenty-three original stories were written from stamp 
illuetratiolUI. 
SUggestions for Further Research. 
l. Write more creative .stories on an entire phase or unit ot 
history from postage stampe. 
2. A suryey to prove the value of teaching history using onll' 
postage stamps. 
----------------------------------------~----------------------------
Welch, Gertrude R. "Exercises to Develop Reading Organization in Grade 
Thr .... 
service P oer, 1949. lOSp. 
B.S. in Ed., Boston University, 1946. 
probl•• To develop a series of exercises to aid third grade pupils in 
organization. 
Scope. Forty exercises, including stories, were constructed as a help , 
I 
in developing organization. 
Procedure. Each storr contained approximately 17$ worde taken from the 
Boston University Educational Clinic Primary Word List. Follo -
each ex.ercise, a record of the third grade words used wae 
listed. A.t the end of the workbook al.l of the third__¥~ . -1 -
--- ----
I' 
,, 
If 
I 
'I 
worde are listed and the nUJBber of tiaes eaah was used. 
Suggestions for Further Research. 
1. An e:xperimental stuqy with these exercises using a large 
population of children of varying socio-economic back-
grounds to determine the Slli tabllity and order of diffi-
oulty of these exercises for grade three. 
2. An item analysis of answers to each exercise. 
3. A study of the sex differences in achievement on the 
I separate exercises. 
-------------------------·-------- 1 
II. Curriculum aterials - orkbooka II 
I 
I 
I· 
SCope. 
"A orkbook of s tories and Selected Exercise• 
for Bo;re of Sixth Grade Interens and Second 11 
Grade Reading Abilit7. • 
Serd.ce Paper, l9S3. 120p. 
Teachers• College of Connecticut, 1938. 
To prepare stories and exercises to fit the interests of boys 
I' of sixth grade age and second grade reading abilit7. 
The workbook is ccmposed of 1.5 original stories with fin se-
lected •xercises for eaan. 
,, 
Procedure. The stories were written on subjects found to be of interen 1 
I 
to boys of sixth grade age, e.g. adventure, huaor, JD,TBter,y, 
and a.n1lllal stories, with vocabular,y and readabUit7 levels of 
II 
seoond grade. Exercises were planned to develop word an~sis, 
word meaning, recognition, comprehension, and study' skills. 
Suggestions tor Further Research. 
1. An evaluation of these stories and exercises for use in 
reading clinics and r emedial reading instruction. 
2. An evaluation of these stories and exercises for use in 
:= =--- -- -'"=-
I 
I' 
I 
-=-- -- Classroom situatione. -=---
3. The construction or stories and selected exercises to !it 
other age interests and reading abilities. 
*Bell, Constance, B. S., immons College, Boston assachusetts, 19.52. 
Burns, ar.y E., B.S., Boston Teachers College, assachusetts, 19.52. 
Clancy, Myra, B •• , Boston Universiv, Massachusetts, 19.52. 
'I 
I 
Huf'tam, Lucretia, B. • , Virginia State College, Petersburg, Virginia, 19 r' . 
~~ -~~dracks, Anna, B.s., ~o~ _ c~~·:e:_~~~· Maasach.isotto, 1949. , 
1 Benrick, Hlldren G., et al*• "A Wor}{book of Exercises to Stimulate 
,J 
I 
· roblem. 
Interest in Reading to Enrich the Concept 
and to Provide ractice in the Reading 
Skills - Grade Five Interest Level - Gra 
Two Vocabular;y Level." 
Service Paper, 19.50. 16)p. 
B •• in Ed., Boston University, 19$0. 
To dnelop instructional material for fifth grade children 
I 
I 
reading on a oeoond grade le.el0 ~~ 
Fifty exercises with second grade vocabular.y were written for th1 Scope. 
chUd whose reading achievement was retarded three years. 
Procedure . Fifty stories and exercises, containing approximately 22.5 
words each, were written and checked wi.th the Durrell-sullivan 
I 
.Prim.ary Reading List, Grade Two. Following each exercise, the 
second grade words used were listed. A complete list of fu.:. 
words are found in the appendix. 
Sugge&~ions £or Further Research . 
1. An experimental study with these exercises using a large 
population of children who are retarded in reading. 
2. An item anal.ysis or answers to each exercise. 
3. Other stories with high interest 1• vocabulary ln-el 
--- ~ ------= -- -
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material, 
,, 
4. An experiment with a larger population to ascertain where 
failure in specific skills occur, and to establish the 
correct placenent of stuqy to correct the failures, I 
I S. A comparative atuqy with r etarded fifth grade pupUs using 11 
a basic second grade workbook with one group and this 
workbook with another group. 
•Foley, Gertrude E., B.s . in Ed., Clark University, 1944. 
-----------------·----·--..... ----------------------------·-----------------
Callan, Frances Irene, "Workbook tor the Slow L~ Child. • 
Service Paper, 1948. 78p. 
B.s . in Ed., Boston Uni "f'81'111ty, 1946, I' 
Probl•• 
Scope. 
To develop a workbook to provide supplanentar,y reading 
aaterial adapted to the needs of those children in t he first 
grade whose I.Q. ranges between 80 and 90, 
The workbook provided simple exercises to stillulate interest 
in reading and eight vocabulary, and provided meaningful pre-
aentation of vocabular;r and independent work. Gains expected 
and developed inoludeJ (l) courtesy and cooperation in group 
work, (2) respect for helpful people, (3) self confidence when ! 
I 
I 
working wit h problema, (4) practical abUity in oral expressio , 
(.5) accumulation of information exc-iting reading interests 
through activity and (6) dealing with and understanding 
vary-ing t,pes of reading material.&. 
Procedure. PupU-teac er ability groupings were established to allow 
for ma:ximum use of materials and for individual progress 
rates. A major theae, "A Trip to the Farm," was developed 
through a. &6rie& of . reading units. ithin each unit a series 
.===-, -=----'=""-==---==-- -- ---- -=::-:::::::=_ ---
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----•=;- ar· lessons was-=-t auglit=- for-the purpose or teacifd.ng reaca.ng, 
writing, arithmetic, llld language growth . .A basic reaclini 
s.ystem strong in stories that s t imulate anticipation for 
events and endings of stories was used. The slow learner• 
used the workbook for reading experiences; the other groupe 
used the books already available. 
Conclusions. No statietical data is presented but observations were 
recorded. Individual children were ref' erred to b;r the au thor 
as profiting frODl the workbook. 
' I 
------~----~--------------------~~---- ·~---.. --·-------------~ : 
Cronin, S:tephen J., et al*• . "'lhe Construction of a unit and ~Jorkbook ot 
Exercises for the Slow Learner to Develop 
Comprehension and Increase Stuqy Skilla 
for Use 1n the Teaching of an American 
History Unit on the Westward Movement in 
the United States on a Sixth Grade Level." 
Service Paper, · l951. ·185p. 
B . S~ orcester State Team1ers1 College, 195 
Problem. To construct a unit and workbook of exercises for the slow 
learner, in order to improve comprehension and increase stu<\f 
skills. The material was adapted for use in teaching a sixth 
grade unit on the estward Movement in the United States . 
Scope and Limitations. Th e aathor presents a subject matter unit cover-
ing the historic period of t he westward )(OTement o£ the United. 
States, with special concern to providing interesting and 
readable material. The workbook provides a series of stories 
relating to events in the westward Kovaaent. 
Procedure. Following each story, a series o:f exercises are presented to 
develop basic skills necessary to the comprehension of reading 
in the social studies. / .A bibliography' of books with high 
i 
I 
interest and low vocabulary is provided to supplement the unit..1 ~ 
-r-
j; 
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used with a. slow learning gl"oup and the reeults evaluated. 
Suggestions foi;" Flrther Researah. · manual in Geography to accompan;y 
tbis stu<V might be helpful. Also. a study of the pr-esent. 
curriculum l!!hould be made and a list of minimum essentials 
expec.ted when working 1fi th the slow learner .• 
*Larkin, Alice B., B.Ed., Clark University, 1949. 
Murchie, Edith H., B.S. in Ed., Hyannis Teachers College, 1939. 
------------------------------------------------~ 1 
Drinkwater, Anna, "Workbook :tor the Slow Learner in Readi.ng.• 
S8l"Y1ce Paper, 19h9 • UOp. 
B.S. Teaqhera• College, at 'Bridgewater, 1949. 
Problem. To prepare a set ot workbook exercises suitable for a group 
slOW' learning chlldren. 
Scope and Limitations. 'ftle e.xercises were used with one group or sl"" 
learnere in a second grade. Their I . Q. • a ranged from 79 to 
91. The material was used as supplementary wark with the 
scott-:roresman saries. The vocabulary was checked with 
se"f'eral lists. I 
Procedure. The workbook provided simple exercises, on the chUd•s level 
to stimulate interest in reading activities. The transition 
troa simple material to more complex was gradual, giving the 
chUd a feeling of success at every' step. The material was 
taught with no emphasis on speed u a unit. Checks were 
aad.e otten to ll"f'oid contusions. The ®,estions in the exercises 
. I 
were planned to correla-te with the child• s experiences. All 
material was based on the subject, "Childrens• Pete.• Books, 
pie'tures, discussions and ac-tivities were used for motivation. I 
=-= -===h 
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· EXercises pruvided training in following directions, associat- ' 
i:lg pictures with word meanings, visual imagery-, motor ooorcl:i.- 11 
'I 
nation, v-.l.sual perception, and word enrichment. ComprE~llension · 
checks were made at the end of ea.ch exercise. 
Conclusions. he orkbooka 
1.- h elped t ,le child to develop the abilit;y to n-aluate his 
own o.rk by comparisons with others in the group. 
2, at:rengtnened the child• s ability in aaking visual and. 
audi tor.r diacrilllinationa. 
3, helped the child to ful.fUl directions better. 
4, helped the child to be better at working independently, 
S. strengthened the Child's ability- to recall material read 
and r etell it to the class. 
6. helped. the child to enunciate clearly • 
7 • developed skills and attitudes. 
SUggestions for Further Research, 
1. Usv the workbook with a larger group of children, 
2. use this workbook with a siailar group to gain comparisona 
of growth. 
'I I 
~ -------------------------------------·-------
1 Evans, Eleanor Gertrude. n orkbook for the .low Learning Child." · 
... ervice Paper. 1946. 96p. 
B.S. in Ed., Boston Uninrsity, 1944. 
roblem. To provide the slow leaming child with · a workbook ot r8ad.i.ng 
aaterial at the reading readiness level. 
scope. The workbook was deTeloped around a familiar un1 t, recognising 
acceptable and neceasar.y classroom standards. 
ocedure. The workbook was divided into eight units, each haYing a job 1\ 
I I t---- - - -~- --- _......=,-_ 
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sheet. The job sheet included assignments in and deT;J,of,ment" I~-=---=-
.I 
·I 
II 
It 
of reading skills. The activities weret coloring,, drawing, 
cutting outt. and pasteing. There was a place on the sheets 
for teacher nal.uation. These reading skills were emphasised 
uaociating symbols with word meanings, language development, 
motor co-ordination, viSilal perception, enriching concepts, 
following directions, and visual mauo17. 
Conclusions. While using the workbook in the olusroom. the author 
tound the following to be true. 
1. The slow learning chUd maintained as high an enthusia-. 
tor school as the average and bright chUd. 
2. Independent atud;y habits developed trom the opportunities 
tor selt direction. 
3. Care!ul.q controlled vocabulary contributed to the sel.t 
confidence ot the chUd. 
4. Parent comment• indicated pupU aatiataotion. 
Suggestions for Further Reeearch. 
--------------------~~- ---~------------------------------ 1 
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Lipner, Mary I. et al*• "A Reading Workbook of Stories and Exercise• 
With First Grade Vocabulary aDd Fourth Grade 
Interests." 
Service Paper, 19.$0. l79p. 
B.S. in Ed., Boston University, 1934. 
problem. To prepare a workbook ot exercise• and stories to meet the 
needs of the chlld who has fourth grade intere•ts and a first 
. grade vocabulary. 
Scope. The workbook include• 33 stories, varying in length fro. 200 
_______ wo~ds~ t~ 2,$0_w_?_r~ !. ~ah _!Jt~r;y _is a unit in ~self and mi~t 
I 
1 
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be used for one reading period. Subject matter includes folk 
stories, history episodes, nonaenae stories, stories of 
children, aiu.Dtal and nature. 
Procedure. Each story is followed by a set of three exercises contain-
ing the same words as used in the stor;r. Objectives for each 
. . 
unit are specified. Words were taken from Pre-priller I, Pre-
I 
1 
· riJRer II, rimer Book I, Level I, Book II, Level I, Liats ot 
Durrell-5ulliTan Primar,y" Word Lists and Gates• "A. Reading 
Vocabular;y for the Priaar;r Grades." 
Suggestions .for Further Research. 
1. A stud;y of intere•te in reading for children nol'llal in 
intelligence but retarded in reading abUi ty and grade 
placement. 
2. An experiaental stuqy with these stories and exercises 
uaing a large population to deteraine the suitability of 
the material. 
3. A stuct_y of the sex dif'terenaes in achievement on these 
exercises. 
•Lane, • Lillian. B.s . in Ed., Boston Uninrsity, 19.38. 
J(aBreen, Gertrude. "Workbook in Reading for Special Claas Children." 
Service Paper, 1949. . 
B.S. Hyannis Sta~~ Teachers~ College, 19.36. 
Problem. To prepare a set of workbook exercises to develop a reading 
vocabulary for a group ot slow learners in a Special Clus. 
I 
I 
Soope and Limitations. 10 mental.q retarded children, in a priaar;y I 
Special Class, were used in this studir. Hone of these chUdre I 
. . 
!(..,; 
were able to read a pre-priaer. It would have been more 
=--- _.=.._ -- 1 -- -1- -· 
I 
~· 
IL_ L I --=-== II - - effeetin if the proper mental tests and tests of reading 
I 
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I 
ability could have been given before the stud:,y began. 1 
Procedure. The gr~up was tested to ~etemine · • .A.'s and I.Q. • s. A rate ' 
of learning test was given to find out how ~ words eaCh 
chUd could retain .tollorlng a teaching period. A vocabular.r 
I 
test was giTen at the outset to check growth at the end of the 
studT. The work of dneloping a beginning vocabulary COTerecl 
a period of 5 weeks. The initial consonants b,e,d,.t,g,h, j,k, 
m,n,p,r,s,t,w, andy were developed. Fifteen ainutes a ~ 
were used in oral work in auditory and visual discrimination. 
Twenty minutes a dq were used to introduce and review wo:tde. 
The workbook exercises were presented during a 15 ainute perio • 
At the end of a .fiTe week period, a vocabulary teet was given I 
to check the number or 1110rds levned. The children were then 
giTen basic reading books and regular reading le•sons began. 
Three weeks later another vocabulary test was given to find 
the nuaber or words mutered. 
Conclusione. 
1. The children amand a definite development in the vocabul 
taught. 
2. When the vocabulary was checked three weeks after the 
workbook was completed, all of the group retained -all ot 
the word8 learnec;l while completing the workbook. Six 
children gained from two to six words during the three 
weeke. · 
I 
I 
I 
.3. one half of the group retained all the words in the vocab- r 
--=~-~- ulary. 
-1: 
I ~ 
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,I 
learning the names and sounds of the initial consonants. 
5. Interesting games, riddles, and pictures helped the 
chUdren. 
6. The chUd who aacle the greatest progress was in the lower 
third or the group. The chlld llh.o made the least progreaa 
had the highest r.Q. 
Suggestions for Further Research. 
1. A study to detemine if the teaching or pb.onioa would have 
&IV' effect on the reading achieveaent of the slow learner • 
2. A stu<:\1 to determine if slow learners are CQntueed by 
words not rich in aean:tng •. 
3. A study to deter.aine what future needs in reading the 
present reading ~stems provide for the slow learner. 
4. A study to deteraine factors that help a slow learner re-
II tain material he has read. 
11 -------- ------- ------·-'* 
I McElroy, Eleanor Rosalie Haggerty. "Units in Rhode Island History for 
I 
the Exceptional ChUd." 
Service Paper, 1949. 29)p. 
B. . • in Ed., Boston University, 19 
,I Problem. To collect, organise, and present material dealing with the 
Scope. 
status of Rhode Island as an elementary subject for the slow I 
I learner. 
A basic course in Rhode Island history was constru.c.ted for the I 
• 
elow lea:-ner to enrich his curriculum both socially and DJ.or ; • 
I 
Procedure. The units cover the chronological period of Rhode Island 
" = ~~ =- -~--- -
!I 
I, 
History up to the present time. Emphasis is placed upon tamoua 
personages,_ landlaarks, resources, street nee•, anc! other ~ " 
II 
II 
I 
I 
II 
interesting taet.e in the history of the state. The units are 
illustrated with maps, postcards, newspaper and magazine 
cllppings, and photo!!l"aphs. The subject atter is condensed 
tor readablli'ty. Visual aid material make up the bulk of the 
units. 
Conclusions. The author suggests t.~at t..l-J.e information be condensed for 
younger chUdren and that the units be oombined with field 
trips, dramatizations, stories, poems, pictures, discussions 
and correlated with spelling and English. 
-- - . ---------------------------------------------~1 
Mahoney, ){ary F. "Making the Colonial Paet Real b)" t.he Use of Local 
Materials." 
Senice Paper, 1948. 84p. 
B.S. in Ed., Boston Uhiversit.y, 1945. 
.Problem. To construct a program for t he efficient use of materials in 
Scope. 
Quincy, in the stu<V of colonial lite. 
To. use concrete experiences and school excursions to suppleia.eu 
W!Ual methods of teaching colonial history. To bring attentio 
to t,he f acilities Quincy proTide& for the study of colonial 
lite. 
Procedure. The literature pertinent to the problem was first surYeyed 
and evaluated. This included an examination of secondary text 
books used in the study of American Hiator.y. Interviews and 
repeated visits were made to determine available materials on 
the subject of history. Investigation of books, filas and 
other material.a was also made to determine preparatory and 
terminating activities in conjunction with excursions. 
-""' ·----------
Quigley, Edna Elizabeth. "Katerials of Gloucester for Teacher Use in 
Special Class ." 
-- - - --=-- ervice"'-Paper,~ l~SJ;- -21$- p.- -
B.S. in Ed.t Boston University. 19SO. 
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Probl•, 1. To give, to a mental.l3 r etarded group of children, an 1·· 
understanding and kno 11ledge of' the part Gloucester had in the , 
building of America. 
2. 'r o enrion the curricu.lua of the ret8l'Cled group socially 
and mor~. 
3~ To build in eaah chUd, an appreciation of .American cit.- · 
izenehip and citizen• s rights and responsibUities. 
I 
Scope and Limitations. '.rhe material was presented in 12 chapters. The I 
units were not a result of experimentation. 
Procedure. The material provided some of the simpler and yet important 
phases of historieal, industrial and civic activities of 
Gloucestel!, -under the following beadingec 
1. Cape Ann ackground 
2, The Colonial Period 
3. The Revolutionary Peri od 
4. The Civil war Period 
S. public Schools 
6. The Fisheriee 
7. Local Industries 
a. Churchee 
9. Literature and .Poetry 
10. Points of interen 
Large illustrations were presented in several of the ohaptera 
depicting lite in Gloucester. Description• of various pointe 
of interest, historical anecdotes, and true and legendar,y 
etories were also included., 
1~ -----------------------------------------------------
Robereon, Olive • "A Reading ·~orkbook for claw-Normal Children in "the 
,, Second Halt ot the First Grade." 
Service Paper, l9SO. 82p. 
B.S . in Ed., North Adams State Team era College, 
l.93S. 
1
1 Problem. To make provision for additional help in the reading program 
-:1---- ------=-tg_r _t,h~ _sl.01L-learner- b¥- bujJ.<U.Dg_ &-world:lo_ok_ wi:th-_autiab~e-: - r = 
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exeroises ~1d illustrations. 
Before t he workboo!:t was developed t he author did a stuqy- ot 
popular first grade books !lOW in use. 
Procedure. Exercises within the workbook were developed to; (1) aid 
the cllild ~mastering a basic vocabulary, (2} inculcate a 
desire .f'or reading and a worthy use of leisure t ime, {.)) 
develop des:treable work habits, (4) develop auditory, visual. 
an.d mental. discrimination, ($) use familiar vocabulary, and 
( 6) give t he teacher lllOre time for individual help. 
Conclusions, The author r eported that the workbook proved helpful to 
the chUdren in the mastery, recognition, · and camprehension ot 
basic vocabulary used, The gaina in the second fiTe •eeka 
wrpaseed that o£ the f irst five weeks, although interest r-
mained high tl.1.rou.ghout. rogress was slow in the learning ot 
short and sim.Uar words. 
SUggestions .f'or Furttler StudJ'. 
1. Reyiew more of t he latest articles by leading authorities 
on reading. 
2. Use the workbook with control groupe • 
.). use tbe workbook with a larger number of children from 
different schools and to\11118. 
4. .Build a test to accompatV the workbook. 
5. Reduce vocabulary load and increase the number or driU 
-I I. exercises for the remaining words, I' - -----------------------
1 Scanlon, Louis A.. "Suppleaentar,y NarratiTe Stories 1n United States 
II Histor.r with econdar,y Grade Interest and Intermediate 
Jl_ ---- -~~::~:~~-L:;:~:" ------------
I, B.S., Fitchburg State Teachers College, 1949. 
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_ robl ~ o ita au entacy tori in Uni tecl .. tatea 1 
•econd.ar;y grade interest and 1nt · r:aedia te ade readi 
cope and Liaitationa. Only one of the tor i• ·waa plaoed in e 
of th tud t for eYaluation. .. o ot the ·warda used were 
not included in aD7 of th control ori \eri tor e pr 
r ade • Lilaitation on vooabula:rJ' led to an econoJI1' of tyle 
wberein it w neceeaar;y to uee li&J'V' wor and pbr ea in 
nbati t uting f or words b417ond the v abular,y l11d.t. 
roced.ure. qu.eationnaire was aent to 13 rural tcnme 1n Ct·nnecticut, 
and four aetropolitan areu for tbe purpo e ot locatin the 
were laci:n e1r •phaaia. he que tionnaire luted. fielcle 
ot interest that rang d troa . ;-uropean Back rouads to tbe Uni 
tatea a a orl Lu r. t r th istoty areu ad be 
d.eterai.ned, two torie n r written in convenatioDal st,le. 
entence atna.cture was kept a 11ilple u poasibl but neYer-
tbel•• conformecl wi.tb tbe eli m.v an aatuity ot s'tirl• de-
a andecl by jun1or-high and high &Cibool studenta. 
A aeri .. of OCJIIPI'ehen. ion checks was aade. These en 
constructed 1n the fora of t.ne-.t.Uae, compl.etion, and aultipl 
i A ...... "' al ti eet -· ""'clu..a- •o i choice .axerc •• • A .. _..,uer ev ua on .. _ '"'" ~ " 
ctet.raine pupU reaction to the atoriea. 
geetiona f or er Research. 
1. The atoriea be ..,.. at.ed 011 a lar e atudent opulation. 
e stor1•• could be teete on both tbe population tbe7 
a oific~ deai d f or, and a noraal papulation ot 
___ fourtl'! g.rad _ reaMI"J!~-=~~~ 
II 
,j 
I 
'I 
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and the · normal, mould provide a significant evaluation 
I 
I 
II I 
of the reading and interest levels of the material. 
2. An inte~ediate social science vocabul8J7 be developed u 
a control criteria for fU~re projects, similar in nature 
to this one. The core, or primary source, for the devel ... 
~ent of such a vooabular,y list could be derived trca 
the weeklyr Reader and the Ioupg Am~ica maguine seriea 
llhich are gract.d i or voeabular;y diff iculty and used wide 
throughout the elementary grades. J 
3. Theee etoriea be used in straight remedial reading progr , 
such as that ~ondu<:t3d. b7 the Boston Universi ty' EduoatioJ 
Clinic, and date recorded on pupU interest and reaction. 
If such material proves reliable and valuable, it should 
be made available for other remedial prograJU and as sup-
pl ementary reading for t he fourth and fifth graders as 
well u junior and senior high sahool groups. 
4. J(ore materials of this nature be dcweloped in areas ot 
need ae they are determined by •ore extensf ve surveys ot 
teaching neede. 
---------~-------- ---------------
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Senften, Nellie. "The Construction of EXercises to Promote the Davel 
ment of Fundamental Stuqy SkUls at the f'~cond Grade 
Level.• · 
Service Paper, 1949. 104p. 
B.S. in Ed., Boston University-, 19.38. 
Problem. To construct a series of exercises to promote the development, 
of fundamental stuey skills at the second grade level. 
scope. 40 exercises were designed to increase ability for skimming, 
thorough and associational reading. 
-----=---=- "-----=-~~ - --~ -~-- --- --
I 
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I Procedure. Simple sentences were used in the construction of the 
II 
exercises. ords nre taken from the $69 words on the aeooncl 
grade level of the Du.rrell-8ullivan Primary Word List. The 
akUla developed in these ~reises aret reading for major 
and minor ideas~ reading to follow directions, reading for 
sequence of ideas or events, reading for detail• and readina 
for organizing md classifyi.ng ideas. These were skUll 
I 
developed for thorough reading. Other exercises developed the : 
chlld•s abili't7 to do associational reading. 
Suggestions for Further Research, 
1. An experimental studa' witb exercises using a large popula-
tion of second grade children, 
2. An item an~aia - of answer. to each exercise, 
). A stud.f' to deteraine the au differences in achievement on 
. I . 
1 the separate exercises. 1-------- ·- __. __________ , ___ ......... _..,. __ _._, _ _ , ------------
\ III. Ed.uca tional Growth Studies 
I 
I 
I 
Andrus, Ruth .M. "Diagnostic stuctr of :Reading A.bili ties in Special 
Classes and Suggestions for the Impro-vement of 
Difficul ti_es. n 
Problem. 
Scope. 
Service Paper, l946 • . 8q,. . 
B•S· in Ed.; Boston University, 1942. 
To find out What the abilities of sel:ected 'special Clua 
children wereJ if t.bey were WJing these abilities to the beat 
adYantage,' and ·if they were not what could be done. 
· Three elementary Special Classes in Brockton inoluded about. 
SO boys and girls of C.A. ts 8-5 to l$-8, with I.Q, ranges 
tram 51 to 96 and u .A. '• 5-5 to 12•3. 
~~--_:ro~edure. Ea.ch ab.il.d was given a nuttell-SulliYan capacit,- Test and a 
------ - --- -==---=-
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. 
ll 
auditory perception was checked with words and letters. otor 
control was checked by means of a writing test. The children 
were asked to describe a picture so t hat their . nuency iq. J 
speaking and breadth of e:xperience could be cl:u~cked. Indirtdu 
oral teste, with certain words, checked any ditficul ty with 
sound substitutions and memory span. 
Conclusions. Because of repeated failures, it would be necessary to 
I 
build up chlldren' s interest and restore their self confidence I 
I 
By some means, they should be able to see their progres s, and 
111 
their interest in school would increase, 
Suggestions for Further Research. 
1. An analysis of test items of the Stanford Binet teste of II 
Children in Special Classes. 11 
2. A source book of finely graded reading readiness aaterialel, 
I 
,3. Published workbooko lor be.ginners on a high interest lenl. \ 
with slaw building up of vocabular,y. J 
4. .1 stu~ to determine whether the chUd learns more easiq JJ 
by oral reading or silent reading. I ,.._...,.. _ _......_..__.. _______ . ____________________ . ·--- li 
- I 
I II 
Cannon, Isabella M. "Units in Jtathematice for Groupe of Different 
Abilities with Special &aphasia on the Slow Learn-. ! 
ing Group.• 
Service Paper, 19.38. lJ$p. 
Ed. B., Brown Un1Tersity', 1932. 
Problem. To construct a sarin ot units, using aoney, to meet the needa 
oi' chlldren of varyil,lg mental abilities. 
scope and Limitations. The units were taught in a aodern junior hip 
•• v J 
I 
--~-
-I --- -
I 
I 
I 
II 
/; 
,, 
section or a small city. Chapters Three and Seven of the 
paper were designed to meet the neede of the mental)¥ retarded 
The units were tau.~t to a group of 2$ boys llhose I.Q. • s 
]:"anged from 52 to 86 and c~A. Is ranged from 12 to 16. 
PTocedure~ The author developed the l.lllits t hrough six at~s; the unit, · 
the unit delimitat~on, the unit assignment, the incidental 
learning products, the optional actiTities, and the teet. Two 
periods each week were devoted to the units • 
. I Conclusions. Interest i n mathematics deepened. A change of attitude 
toward mathematics was achieved. The optional activit!" 
were not fUnctional because the boys did not like to work 61l.o , • 
:Money had been more intelligently eTaluated. Through case 
study technique, the results of the unit were explained as it 
effected the growth and understanding of the individual. 
---- -------- . ____ _.. _______ ..... __... ___ _.._ __________ --.......,.. .... ___________ ------r 
Ciampa, Marie A. et al.*• •An Evaluation ot a Group of Exercises in 
Readlng . repared f or Slow teaming CbUdren 
the Priaary Grades." 
Thesis, 1953. 60p. 11 
B.S. in Ed., State Teachers College, Bridgewater, 
1950. 
problem. To eTaluate exercises alrea~ f ormulated to imprave reading 
in the _ rimary grades. 
s cope and Limitations. The 54 boys and 51 girls who participated in th' 
study" had C.A.' s ranging from 5-6 to 8-6, I.Q. •s troa 94 to 
130, and reading 8.ge scores from 26 to 102. They came f'rOil 
Bedford, Boston, Braintree, Yal.den and Wakei'ield. The exel'-
oisee used were taken from three studies and were 
over a period of six week$. aqy teaChers administered the 
-r=---=- ---
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oxerciseo and teats, iherefore various ..,tt;oda 11q h....., been -~ ~~=~-
used in motivating and administering the tests. Tho chUdren 
selected had to be through a pre-primer in the Scott-Foresaan 
seriee. A limited vocabulary of 69 words was used and the 
exer.cises were limited. I.Q.•s were not available for all 
ohUdren. Absenteaiaa oaused some ohUdren to aias some of 
the exercises. 
Procedure. Each teacher selected from her classroom the chUdren having 
tbe moat d.i.fficulty iD understanding the principles of begin-
ning reading. The problem areas were visual memoey, color, 
vocabulary, numbers, phonetics (rhtmina), initial consonants, 
and reading comprehension. A pre-teat was given to detel'D'li.ne 
the skill that warranted the moat attent.ion.; A final tot t:•• 
given covering all areu and a OOlllpariaon was aade between ~· 
pre-test and the final test. 
Conclusion. The . greatee.t improTement was shown in the reading oomprehen 
sion area. In general, teet resul.ts · mowed an 1mproTement in · 
all areas except Tieual m.emorr. .vost of t.b.e exercises evalu-
ated 110ul.d be helpful in improving reading in the pril!lar;y 
grades. 
SUggestions tor Further Research. 
J.. 4 greater populati.on than 100 CbUdren could be tested 1n 
this same manner for greater acCUJiac,y. 
2. This same type ot stut.\y' as applied to grades one and two 
uaing a vocabulary from another series. 
3. A stu~ to eee 'Which wo_.ds of the vocabulary wer,e consie-
-----
- ----
I' 
. I 
4. Evaluate seatwork which develops other skills than tbe 
seven used in th.is stu<Jv. 
5, The . development of · a more adequate set of exercises to 
imp :rove visual memor.r. 
*Kludjian, Diane. B,S, in Education, State Teachers• College, Lowell, 
1950 • 
'I il Markevi tz, Zelda, 'B.s . in Education, Boston Teachers' COllege, 19$0. 
!I Sullivan, arg&ret. B •A• Emm.nuel College, 1946. 
I' 
. eegmaater, Arabella. B.L.I. Emerson College, 1930. 
~ -~son, Barbara. ~~Bo~~~=~rsit:~~946. · 
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Cohen, Sibyl U. tt.E.xeroises to ImprOYe Five Written Skille of 
Grade Retarded Readers.• 
Seventh• 
.Problem. 
Service Paper, 19.52. l52p. 
w., Northwestern UniTersity, 19 .31. 
To construct a workbook of exerciees 'based on oar card adver-
tisement to illl.pron f'iTe written skills of seventh-grade re-
tarded readers; 'V'Ocabulary enrichm.ent, answers to questions, 
main ideae, original paragraphs and letters. 
Scope and Limitations, )0 consecutiTe lessons of approximately 20 
I 
I 
. I 
minutes. each nre written. The first five lessons -were planne 
as oral readiness exercises to orient pupUs to the use of Qar 
card adverttsing, ~telllgent interprehtion ot advertising 
within their experience, ~d to tb.e five written skil.l• sel.eot d 
£or practice. 
Procedure. The 25 written lessons followed a numerioal sequence. The 
first and second exercises ga:Ye practice in the first and 
second skills respectively. The third gxercise gave praotic. 
in a combination of the first and second skUls. Continuing 
-- --11 -"'"-- ~-=-
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in the order, as a skill was added, the succeeding lessons 
were COIIbinations of those that preceded. 
The language structure of the material was silllple, since / 
oar card advertising is created purpose~ to be r~ad easiq 
and quickly by the general public. Although the material was 
.tor chUdren with normal intelligence, the exercises were 
applicable to a group of mental.J¥ retarded ch:Udren, 
-------------------------~-------------------------- ------
Crombie, Karcia H. "An Evaluation ot the Educational Growth ot a Group 
ot Retarded ChUdren." 
Serrlce Paper, 1949 • 77p, 
B.S. in Ed., State Teachers• College, Framinghaa., 
1946. 
Problem. to eyaJ.uate the educational achievement of a group of children 
assigned to a Special Class. 
Scope and Limitations. 1be stuqy was made in the Warren Junior High 
School in West Newton, l(assachusette. Nine Special Class 
chlldren and nine ohlldren in regul.ar classes are included. 
Data was collected from home visits, cumulatiTe records, ob-
servationa, school doctor, nurse, and teachers. The 19.37 
Binet, the Pintner General Abllity Fom A, and the lletropoli-
tan AchieTaaent Tests Fol'lls R and S were used. A more objeo-
tive measurement of social and an::t.ional maturity and an 
eTaluation of the ch:Ud• s needl should be included. The 
stud¥ did not in~ude one years worlc. The testing program was 
wo long. Less accurate results are obtained with retardecl 
children on a test battery. 
procedure. Testing was done by the Special Class teacher. The period 
between teats ot Forma R and S of the )(etropolitan 
' I 
I-
.S.. 
~ ·c-:=- - -Achie,;ement. Test~ wa~- t;;-~~~th-=; . various - meth~ds- of tut~-;_ r :-----= 
~ I 
·i 
tion were used, e.g. concrete experiences, visual materials. 
A case stu<\}r wae developed for each chUd. 
Conclusions. · On -the I.Q. test, scores ranged .from 45-109. On the 
Pin'tner General Ability Teets, Verbal Series, I.Q,.•s ranged 
!rom 3347. Grade rating of children . ranged fran l-.5 to . 6.4 
on first testing, 1.6 to 7 .o on seoond testing. Greatest in-
dividual gain was one year four montha. 
Suggestion• for FUrther Res.arch• 
1. A stu<V' conducted with mentally and educat ionally' retarded. 
cb.Udren to deteraine set or nuctuating reaponses em 
standardized tests. 
2. A atudjy to cietermine amount of guessing in testing. 
3. A atud;y of the infiuenoe of TV and radio upon mentally 
retarded cb.Udren. 
4. A studf to develop aore instructional material .for Special 
Classes. 
5. Objective teats baaed upon a standardised group ot men-
1 . . . . ·~------~~~ .. r~:_a:_ded chll~:.:_ _____________ _ 
I Dobrow, George. "A Study of a Retarded seventh Grade Class in Ita Work in GeographY' Through the Use of Comitteea.• 
Service Paper, 1949. 74p. 
B.S. in Ed., Boston University, 1935. 
Problame To teach seyenth grade children geogre.pb7 in an "Opportunity 
Class" through the use of committees. 
scope and Limitations. Small groups were formed to initiate and develop 
activities to promote the undere-tanding of the Mediterraean 
!I area. This was _d~'!lled ne9ess~ du~ 119 _an ~e~~ lack of 
...==--__:__-::=....,_---=::_ -~~~ ~ :::::::..._....-=::-==-- - ~ - - ---- - ---
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!I the membere to achieve satisfactoriq through the usual 
'I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
II 
methods of teaching Geographl' • There were limitations within. 
gr(nlJ> work. Some youngster "let the other fellow do it;• 
intellectual.ly- low youngsters and .those With peor work habits 
aonopolued teachers time; uterial was lacking .for auch work 
with ret&rdedyoungstera. 
Procedure• 'Reporters and captains were chosen among the class of .34 ·an 
various Geography topic a were listed. 12 topics were chosen . 
and the captains chose three aanbere for each group. After a 
period of tiiae gi"Yen for atudJing the topics, the groupe re-
ported on what · they had done and a teacher teat waa given. 
Conoluaiona. Although there were diaadvantagea in the committee method, 
t&\e author felt that when working with retarded toungatera the 
group method is more aatiafactor,y than the liatening and 
1--------- h·~~~~a:_- · -- ------ -- · 
Giacobbe, Nicoletta G. "The Mentally' Retarded QlUd and Basic Engl.1ah." ' 
Sel"Yice Paper, 1.945. 203p. 
B.S. in id• , Boston UniYersit7, 1937. 
Problem. To teaCh and determine the ef.t'ectiYeneas of Basic English in 
reading to a group· of m.entally retarded children. !I 
Scope and Limitations. Jlentally :retarded children whose reading capacit 1 
waa not being reached via the formal method of teaching read-
ing were introduced to the system of Basic English, which ori 
inated in classes for adult aliena. From this stuc%r it ia 
hoped to aore ful.l7 approach reading oapaeity with mentall¥ 
retarded Children. Since Basic English is different when cca-
. I 
=4il~--==---'--"c:==p=ar=e=d=~~ .. ~ Englilil the ~~ion and u~lJ.~ o£ 1~ -~-r-=- .·~-
1: 
I, 
school experiences is not clear. The small population used 
tor th~ sroup l imits the r esult s indicated. 
proQedure. Two groups_ were formed, a control and an exceptional group. 
one was to be taught readirlg through Basic Engl.ieh, the other 
through a conventional meth.od. Both groups ueed studiel . 
written in Basic English. A teaching plan was de-veloped, i.l\!ot 
troducing new words for spelling, sUent reading, or~.l reading, 
and oral questioning on the material r .ead. Reeults nre dete~ 
mined by scoring the dally tests and finding the medi_an. 
Conclusions. Dn ~ver.r stor,y the ~erimental group scored higher than 
the QOntrol group. The author concluded that Basic English 
proTi.desJ nruu and efficient ut~ization of the readi~ 
period, it appeals to the olua, is clear cut, is a tima sanr, 
and it gets J>esul.ts." 
Suggestions for FUrther Research .. 
1. The group used in the study continue to use Basic Engliah 
in their reading program tor the rest_ o£ their school perio , 
2. use Basic English with a group. ot mentally retarded chUdre 
over a period of years with a larger PoPulat ion. 
-------_____ .......... _. . . ...._.__....._._,_........._..,..__:--~-------------
)(ess~, Gasperl.na • "Experimental Study of Basic English with th.• 
)lental.q Retarded OlUd." 
Service Paper, 1946. 20$p. 
A.B. Emmanuel College. 1938. 
Probleuh To evaluate the 1rorth of Basic EngliSh, ae used with the men-
ta1ly retarded. · (Basic English is a system consisting ot a 
buic vocabulary of 6$0 words; the aystall was foWld.ed bY" c. K. 
ogd8n and I. A. RiChards.) 
Scope and Limitation~l$ childr8Il_, _most~ from the~rivileg_e..5!_ -=--= 
·~---== -- .c.-==-----=-----
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-= --r-=~· ----o=-=-- cl;ss in a. suburb. of Boston, whose c.A.•s ranged :trom-U-.5 to (-=--=-~= 
' 14-4, were usod for this stud;r. So!IIO • ......, UMble to read, 'I 
while others achieved high t hird ~d a low fourth grade read- 1i 
in,g level • . Because of the small sampling, definite concluaiJI 
.I 
. . I 
cannot be rea~ed but o~ assumed. ' 
Procedure. Durrell'!"Sullivan Capacity- and Achievement Tests in Reading 
were given to the l.S. Two groups were devised- one had 
eight cbildl"en wi~ C.A. •s from 12-8 .to 14-.3 - the other had 
seven chUdren with an age range frOIIl ll-.S to 14-4. The 
first group was sub-divided- one half, the control group, 
used normal English, 'While tb.e other half used Basic Englilh. 
Three sets or Basic English Tests were 'built and given to the 
sub .divided groups; these were compared at the end of the 
study rl th three other tests. Reading material consisted ot 
. 10 stories: The Whistle, George Washingto~, qandle Light 
, ~, Touch ot Gold, Black BeautY:, Robinson Crusoe, Dog ot 
Flanders, Abraham Lincoln, Wires and Words, and . ¥loochio• 
'Which were written in both Basic English and tull English. 
Alter reading instruction, the median score• of the Basio 
English group were al1f8¥S higher ·than that of the cOntro1 
group, uaing normal EngUah. The second group (the rE!JDAinj ng 
seven children) .cshowed a five and s.i.x year achievement level 
in reading, with one exception. These chUdren were actual.q 
no.n-readers. With these chUdren, "Words on Paper," a Basic 
English tea, which has a vocabulary of 181 Basic English 
words, was us.ed. At the end of this period a final Baaio 
English -~es~_ l!'.as _g~v~~·- -·---~ -... -
I 
11 
I 
-r - Conclusions. The m.edian scores obtirln~d. by the eicper ·meri:t7 -giooup-were~ 
higlle~ t han those achiErYed by the control group using tul.l. 
Eng-l i sh . On the whole., it was noted that Basic English as a 
I 
.I 
·I 
II 
I 
II 
J<eading system. brought about better compre...l·umsion of the · 
printed page. The test. Wor<!,!!!!! ~&>er, helped the ChUdren 
. to attain a reading vocabulary of 100 words, after a period ot 
five weeks, showing an 1mprovement of almost 10~. 
1
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_ M_ari_e_!l_._e_t __ al ... ·_-:tt-.-....... Ex-:::s to _In_or_e_a_s:---:-:-~-·to-- - %7-· Discr--_ illai.D6-__ _ 
tion 1n Retarded Readers of Grades rr, V 
I and VI·" Senioe Paper, 19$2. l73p. 
1! B.S., Boston University, 19$0. 
1 Problem. To build a aeries of exercises to develop auditory dis crimina-
!I 
I 
i! 
II 
I 
I 
II 
.I 
;I 
Scope. 
tion ot word elements in retarded readers o£ grades f our, five 
and six, and to improve pupil 8ldll in word analysis and reco 
nition thl'ough an audi toey method. 
.58 lessons were used with r emedial groupe and a fourtb grade. 
Eaoh lesson required from 10 to 1) minutes. It was plannecl to 
give three lessone every- dq for 56 oonseoutive dqe. 
Procedure. The exercises were divided into three parts. Part I, con-
tained beginning consonants and blends, rb11Di.ng words, and r 
ooneonanta and blendel. Part II.t long and short TOWels U 
medial sounds. Part III, compound words, prefixes, suf'fixea, 
and s;y~lab~ee. Al~ the words used •ere wi.thin the cbUd•a 
reading and speaking-aeaning vocabUlary. Procedul'e was vari 
with exercises, games and clevicee. 
Conolusions. Teachers who used the lessons ;found them to be valuablej 
in that ther developed in the chUd, a readiness for subeeque 
1 
·~Lp=.:c-=--= --
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, the leeeone. I 
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*Forrest, Mildren • • , B.S- in Ed., t ate Teachers• College; Bridgewater. 
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ShorthUl, Ruth 0. et al*• "Exercises to Increase Reading Readiness an 
Word Analy s i s Skills for the Slow- Learning 
Child." 
Service Paper, 19S3. 1.5Sp. 
B.S. in Ed., Boston University, 1949. 
Problan. To develop a li'Orkbook of auditory and visual readinea• 
material :for slow learning children. 
Scope. The lessons and exercises in the book are cuu;igned to give 
training in the auditory perception of initial consonants and I 
rhyming, in order to extend the readiness period for the slow 
learning groupe .• 
Procedure. The lessons within the workbook are b&l!led on the list of 
initial consonants: b1 m, t, t, e, r, d, n, g, c, e, j, k, p, 
and w. The exercises were developed to call attention to 
items usualq resulting in con£usiona e. · g. difterencas in 
letter forms, initial consonants, initial consonant blends, 
:final. consonants, :rb11!ling words, word variants, and compound 
words. A list of words wae ueed including tboee in pre-
primers, primer~, and first readers. 
*Shorthlll, Elizabeth z. :s.s. i.n Ed., Boston University, 1949. 
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1 IV. Evaluation ~ easurement Studies 
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Dodge, Harriet E. "A Compari&on of the 5tantord-Binet Mental Age and j 
the Hearing Comprehension Ability of Dull Children. 
Thesis, 1940. ))p. 
B.A., Smith College, 1937. 
Problem. To compare Stan:ford-Binet M.A •. and the hearing ccmprehension 
I 
I 
!I t==~--
:1 I, 
II 
Scope and Limitations. Test data on SS8 Special Class children were 
taken from Lynn, .Massachusetts; Rochester, Nn York; and Na 
Haven, Connecticut. For 200 of the oases, reiUlts were ob-
tained from the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test, Form L; 
Durrell-sullivan Readi.Dg Achievement testJ and Dul"rell-
Sulli't'an Reading Capacity Test. O.A. •a :ranged f'rom 8-4 to 
17-8; M.A. •s 5·4 to 14-8. Binets of New Haven and Rochester 
were the old Form L and had been given in ;rears previous to 
the reading tests, 
Procedure. For each group of data, frequency distributions were set up 
for C.A., Y.A., and R.a, (Iqnn and Rochester data), hearing 
· comprehension, and hearing comprehension-ll.A. ditference. 
ean, standard error, and standard error of the Dlean, were 
figured £or each of these. Where desired, the standard error 
of the difference and the critieal. ratio were also computed. 
Conclusions. 
l. The difference between M.A. and hearing canprehension is 
atatistical.l.y significant. 
2. In the Lynn group o£ children, the difference between 
accompli bment and capacity is statistically significant, 
U reading capacity is measured by hearing comprehension. 
J. If aocomplieblllent is :rated against capacity tbe difference 
are not atatisticallT significant. 
4. Dull children work 'Ill> to and beyond their capacity i£ it 
is measured by .A., but fall shOrt of it if it is 
measured by hearing comprehension. 
! 
' 
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than the. boys. Girls in 2-pecial. Classes are more mental.l7 
retarded than boys. The mean comprehension age of the 
boy-a is above ·that of the girls. Girls acil i eve more near- 1 
ly to capacity than do the boys. 
. -- --- ·--------------- ..... _ _... _____________ _,_,_, 
Foss, Gertrude ){. "Language Comprehension Skills of Mental]¥ Retarded 
Children." 
Thesis, 1938. 40p. 
B.S. in Ed., Boston Universi~, 193$. 
Problem. To discover the relationship between various langu.age skills 
of Special Class Children. 
Scope. 200 mental detectives ranging in I.Q. from 41-82 in a large cit7 
school system from Special Classes were in. the e:xperiment, 
Procedure. The tests used were the Stanford-Binet and the Durrell-
ditf'erences between the t wo groups in vocabulary and para-
graph teats the English speaking group was superior. 14.$:6 
ot the chUd.ren showed retardation when reading disability-
was assumed to be reading age one year below Stanford Binet 
K.A. 74.$% of the children showed reading disability when 
II 
I 
reading disabUi ty' was assumed to be one year or more below 
hearing comprehension. Th~ correlation between M.A. and R.A. 
I·'. I among ungraded classes was .S7. The correlation between 
- --lt-=1 =--....:~- ----=-=-= -~ - ----- . - -- -- -- ------- -
L 
[,
1 
II 
8 !I ~· . 
~~~ :1-- -~- ~ ~ -- hearing · coaiprehensi~n and~~f. -was -:J.Sa~ -Tho;-~o~ation b;. -=-~ =-~-==-
tween M.A. and hQ&ring vocabulary was .46 and the correlation 
between !l • .A.. and hearing paragraphs wae .4S • 
.,..., ______  -·- -~---------- . - ...... . ... --... .. __________ ..,..... _____ ...,----._ 
Gilaan, Alice • . " _ental . Test Variations .Among Dull ChUdren." 
Thesis, 1941. lo4p. · 
a.s .• Teacher's Coll.ege, Columbia Univeraity, 1940. 
Problem. 1. To 'discoTer ~d .evaluate mental taat variatioM among 
Scope. 
chUdr~n. 
2. To _discoYer the frequency of reading diaability among the 
eame group, by using two criteria of ability - the Durrell 
. . I 
Sullivan. Hearing Capacity Test and the Stanford Binet · 
indirt~ual exa.m.ination, each in comparison with the Dur-
rell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test. 
189 Special Class Children in two Ma8saabusetts towns were 
used in stud;y. 
Prooedur8. The foUowing tests were used: 
1. The Stanford Revia1on of the Binet-Simon Tests . 
2. Durrell-sulliTan Reading Capacity test. 
,3. Durrell-.~ulliTaJl Reading Achievement Test. 
4~ The California Teat of Mental Maturity, Priniary Battery. 
S. The · intner-Durost General Ability Teat, Elementary .Batte • 
Conclusions. In comparing the mean ages for the Tarious teats the act 
difference between the Pintner-Durost Test and the Durrell-
Sullivan Hearing Capacity Tests was 21.7 aonths. The c.R. of 
11.2 shows the difference was statistic~ significant. The 
mean score of 101.6 obtained from the california Test ot Hen-
tal aturity, ancl the mean score of 119.1 obtained from the 
Durrell-sullivan hearing Capacity showed a mean score dii'fel"-
ence ot 11.$ months wit.b a c.a. of 6,02, 1ihich :"' ~-=-atioti~~~~- _ 
I 
=~-=-=--=-=--=-:----=--- - _:_,_-_-=-- - - -- --- r -
s1gni£icant in .favoJ" o.f the .nu.rrell-Sullivan Hearing Capacity 
Test. The Mean difference bet1reen the ,:Binet and the Durrell-
Sullivan Capacity tests was U.8. The C.):{. ,of 6.02 was eig-
nU'icant. The closest relationship 1fas round between the 
I 
California Teet and -the Pintner-Durost on which the difference ! 
- - : - ' l 
was not sie;nificant. 'lbese tests mq be measu.ring more nearl;y 
1 
COJilllOn fUnctions than the other tests. 
i ---~----~-~....-..-~--~---~-.- -- ......... ----------~----
J Hekkala, .U!oe • "The Construction and Anal\'rsis of an Arithmetic Achi&Tement Test for the Special Class •" 
Thesis, 1951. 87p. 
B.S. in Ed., Boston University, 1950. 
Problem. To bulld a. functional arithmetic aooievement test to measure 
the ability of mental.J.¥ retarded pupils. 
Scope and Limitations. Test was administered to S80 Special Class 
children b7 .)0 Special Class teachers within a 40 mile radius 
of Boston. The C.A. range of the cnlldren was 7-4 to l.)....SJ 
M.A. range £rom 6-o to 1.3-9; and I.Q;. range .tram 46-89. 
s~all population used for results and judgement as to the ta-
portance of items. 
Procedure. The tests were checked, corrected, and listed in all pUfpos 
tables for classification and scores of the children. The 
tests were then recorded on otis Percentile cnarts for cam-
parison. The aohieTement test includes number work presented 1 
- I 
in grades one to five; (l) fundamentals, ( 2) advanced funda-
mentals, (3) reaeoning facta, (4) recognition and recall, 
(5) £ractions and denominate nwnbers. and -( 6) problem•• 
I 
Conclusions. PupUs with r.Q. • s of 5o to 69 can learn only the basic i 
__ _ fundamentolo of ad!!,ttion and subrract,io_ll• All basic ~1 ~~ _ ~ __  
II 
I 
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can best be done by pup.:U.a age 1.3 and over with I . Q. ts from 
70 to 89. Despite low I.Q. ts boys mastered more and hi gher 
levels in numbers and retained t hem better; the girls were 
aore accurate. With some exceptions, the high~ the age 
range the better t h.e r eading. Distribution of scores mowed 
a near nol"'Jl81 progressive trend. as pupUs r eached a higher me 
tal and intelligence level in upper C.A. groupe. Using toms 
or pictures a test would have more meaning to those in lower 
age groups. The c.A •. has little relationship to .retention 
when oompal"ed with the M.A. A more !Unctional .teaahing ot 
arithmetic is needed especia.l.q to the upper age groups. 
SUggestions for FUrther Researon. 
1. A reTi.sion of the teat casting out iteas of no value bT an i 
item anal,ysia. 
2. A stu~ of pupils in the Special Class and a normal group 
.f'or comparison of test scores. 
J. The deYelotDent of a f orm or picture sub-test for the ben- I 
efit of the lower I.Q. group. 
4. The construction of an arithmetic teat on the functional 
use of numbers for Special Class,. 
S. The construction of a test on prob~- for Special Claaa 
pupils on uses of nwabers in •Teeydq lite, 
6. J. re-test of same group with a revised test to compare 
results. 
---------------~-----~~--------------------------~----------------
Jacques, Aliette A. "The Evaluation of Remedial teaching on a Group o~ 
special Class Chlldren." 
Service Paper• 1952. l69p. 
~!A., Mc;>_unt_ :?t._ ~:!_ Q~l.lege,'--lfooksett, I!!~-
1==~11-=- ---
Problem. To evaluate the e f f'iciency of' remedial teaching on. a group ot 
children .J•.•e.t'erred . to . a Special Class because of' mental and .. 
educational retardation. 
Scope and Limitations. Stud¥ included 50 pupils in five classes in a 
special .school. .30 pupils were chosen for the study. Data wa 1 
I 
obtained from obserTations, standardized testa, parent inter- , 
views, cumulative records, and. physiclan,s reports. The stand-
. ardized tests included intelligence tests, reading tests, and 
achievement. tests. The training period did not includ:lone 
years work. A limited nuaber of children and onq one school 
was involved. It was impossible to control the factor ot 
guessing. Retarded children are better tea~ed in areas ot 
taets according to their achievement. 
Procedure. Individual intel,J.igence tests were administered by the autho • 
All other tests were administered by the classroom teacher.a .• 
Ana.lysis of the resu.lts were made,. followed by' r emedial teaCh-
ing for eight weeks. PUpils were reteeted with another torm 
of the same tast.s. 
Conolueions. 24 children gained in educational growth during remedial 
teaching. In reading, seven aahieve4 beyond their pretested 
c~pacity; ten achieved at a lower level than expected capacity 
In arithmetic; 21 gained; two remained the sam~; and t wo a- I 
chieved at. a lower level. Good enough test scores ranged from 
3l•ll4J Binet, Form. L scores ranged from 30-104. Study defin-
itely indicated a teaching program centered about the child' 1 
needs will resu.lt in educa.t.ional growth. 
-===-=====---
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Suggestions for -FUrther Re:seareb. 
1. A stuctr to determine amount of guessing • . 
2. construction of a teat to measure educational growth of 
retarded cnildren. 
3. ~jective .tests covering the educational areas for r..., 
.. tarded children • 
.. __....... ....... __.,.__ __________ ...._ _ ___,_..--.........,_..,._ __ _...,.,..._ __ ,.._.. ___ ___...__,..._ -- -·~ ... 
~arBhall, Marguerite F. "An Evaluation of a Remedial Method of teach 
pelling in Grade Three." 
Thesis, 1948. 162p. 
l3.s. in F.d., Boston University, 194$. 
Problem. to evaluate the effect of a series of caretully planned re-
medial spelling exercises in grade three ona 
1,. The .spelling achievement of the lowsr quartile group. 
!j 
I 
2. The ability to transfer learning to new spelling situatio • 
). Sex differences. 
Scope and' Limitations.. This series of exercises is composed of' 30 re-
medial spelling lessons, which were eTaluated by a randaa 
eampling ot 13 in sel'Tice teaahers; in three metropolitan 
areas and fi Te sUburban tome, on 104 third grade children. 
The population used in this stud,y was too small to obtain a 
reliable evaluation of the effectiveness o£ the exercises. 
The period of experimentaion was too short to measure accurat 
ly the effects of the r~medial exercises. 
had such high scores on the initial teet that no opportunity 
was a£for8.ed to determine the effectiveness of the renedial 
method and content. The first 24 words were less difficult 
than were the laet 26. The differences in the total number of 
I 
I 
I\ 
I 
II 
il 
I' 
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Procedure, An initial teet of So words lfa~ built - these were the So 
words which were used~ the eXperiment. At the end of the 
study the same test was u.sed to check growth. To determine 
the extent to which this learning could be used in simil.31" 
situations, a third . test was d.eTised. called · a transfer teat. 
This test was to be administered after the 30 lessons, The 
words in the initial test, the 30 lessons test and the trans-
fer test were paralleled for initial consonants, blends, pre-
fixes, final blends, phonograms and endings. The So words 
selected from the Newlon-nanna Spelling method, the Durrell-
Reaedial. Reading vocabularz for rimarz Grades, !!'pelling 
Dif'f.'iculties . in .387?, ords by Gates and Horn• s . elling we 
use, 2.$ wotds were cbosen from the Ntwlon-Hanna List because 
-
it was the ~ystem used in the writer• s school. The reJaa.ining 
2S words were common to all the mentioned lists. DailT 
procedure was prepared. inca the procedure entails a differ-
ent plan for each day of the week, the 30 lessons are divided I 
into six weekly lesson plans. 
Conclusions. 
l. 'J,'he total number of words correct on the .30 lessons test 
and the transfer teet nre much greater than those on the 
1- initial teat. 
2. Sex differences 1n the three spelli~g tests were no~ sig-
nificant but the scores for the girls show a slight ad-
Tantage. 
~ ---::-=----=----=--=~)~ _T_he ~e~:ats = o~ ~h~- s __ co __ re __ s_ of_· th~ r~e~~ ~~e_r:i~e~ __ _ f' 
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-~~~ indicate that -thi s m;tl,-od of t.;:;.chiJl~ .;ell~ is ~;.,,;;_.,; [\ 
to the method r egularly emp:loyed for the lower qUartil.es. J 
4. No ata shtwred t hat the di.f "erences j.n sex we"e statist.i- \ 
cally si nifica.nt. 
S• To evaluate furt er the · effect o:t: the r mediu exercises, 
the results of t he scores m de on the 30 :lessons test 
were checked in order to obtain a comparison of the corre 
responses in this test, ith t he method by 'N).ich these re 
ponees were presented. 
uggestions for Furt er Research. 
1. use these eame exercises on a larger population to obtain 
more reliable evaluation. 
2. Use the r l:ledial procedure and exel'Cises onr a longer 
period of time to determine their effectiveness. 
). Evaluate this method on other grades. 
I 
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MUI'J>hT, Anna C. "A StuO, of the Performance of ftpecial Classification 
Children on the Binet- imon, the intner on-Language, 
1
' 
and the Durrell-sullivan Reading CapacitT Test." 
Thesis, :1948. 70p. 
B.S. in Ed., State Teacher's College at Salem, 193S. 
Problem. To anal.)rse the performance ot 102 Special Class children on the, 
1: 
1917 Revision of the Binet-simon Test, the Pintner General. li 
I 
Ability Test; Non-Language Series, Intermediate Form K; and the ! 
I 
I 
I 
Durrell-sullivan Reading Capacity Test, Intermediate Form A. 
Scope and Lillitations. The stucf¥ included 102 pupils, 6$ bo;rs and 37 
girls, in the junior high school special classificationa 
groups in a suburb ot Boston. The c.A. range in this group was 
12-0 to 18-11. The I.Q. range was from 4S to 87. 
=--- ==-- -- -----
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Pro<;edure. All t.b.e cbildren were given the Bine~imon Intelli ence 
Teat' by the school payct~ologist within the past two ;rears. 
The Pintner and the Durrell-sullivan tests were aaunistered 
b;y the author and the psychologiat•s assistant. 
Conal.uaions. The Means and Standard DeviatiOn f or I.Q. BCores on the 
three tests were as tollowst 
Test 
Binet-Sillon 
Pintner Non Language 
Durrell...Sulli van 
; 
S.D. 
8.2 
14.9 
10.8 
It was ~seumed that these tests Wet."e m.easu.ting different 
abilities within the individual. A profile was obtained rathe 
than a sillg].o, measure. I 
I 
I 
The mean . A. £or the B~t-Silaon Test in months was U9 i 
and the mean .A. for the Pintner was 123. This ~owed a 
difference ot 4 months. The Durrell-8ulliTan aean .A. ecore 
was 138. · When compared with the :Binet-Sim.on the scores showeci I 
a difference Qf 19 months. When the Durrell-sullivan was com-
pared with the . intner • the ditference was 15 aonth e with the 
DurreU .. SUlli van test having the higher mean score. The 
greatest ditterence was between the Binet-5imon and Durrell-
S'.llliTan Reading Capacity. The least difference wae betwMn 
the Binet-Sinlon and the Pintner Non-Language Tests. 
The girl's total tests scores and ~test scores were 
consistently' ~cnrer than the boy • s total tests scores and euD-
/ teat -scores. 
~ --------------.. --,...,---------· ..,. __ .. . __ .... ___ _......,.. 
Newell, Lawrence Joseph. 
.--=-.:=-=------"-- - -
II 
"Measurement and Evaluation ot Lear~ and 
Retention Al!long the entall.T Retarded." 
Thesis. ¥149. ~9n. · 
-=lh:;) .• _J.n=..u.a: • ., Stat.fi.:!l!eacher.s College- at Sal&lll . -
1942. I 
,, 
'I 
I 
I 
problem:-To m.ea6ur e -a:n- -ev~mite tne r a'te o.f" learniii~(1n-rea<lrng among -, 
children as ~igned to ~pecial Cl ass es. To determine the status 
of ret ention on the baeis of spaced practices conducted for 
four days after t he initial learning. 
Scope and Limitations. The stud;y involved r andomly s elected children 
fran 18 f!pecial Classes in Massachusetts . Because of the di-
vergence of meth ods among t he co.mm.unities for r eferring 
ehilc~en to ' ecial Classes, the ?ata included figures on 
some children who· shoul.d be properq termed slow l earners. 
Result s were r eported for the group having I.Q. ts 'o-7$. Sex 
I 
differences were investigated. The stuqy measured only learn-
ing_ and retention; the factor of motivation was not well con-
trolled. It was impossible t o det.;;;rmine the extent to 'Whioh 
dif':i'erent .interpretations of directions infiuenced t.he results 
All scores should have been reduced t o standard scores. The 
randOIII. selections r esulted in majority of males . The Reading 
Achievement was basad on teachers estimate rath-r than a 
standard test. 
Procedure. The stud¥ was divided into three areas, (l) the pretest, to 
determine how matJ3' of the chosen words were in the r eading 
vocabulary; ( 2) t he introduction of the words n t h the aeooc-
P&r\'fiilg learning rate test; and (J) the spaced practices, to 
determine rate of learning. 
Conclusion. c.A. is a highly significant factor in retaining nen· sight 
words after a specific number of pr acti ces ,. A lower relatio 
ship appeared bet ween t h e number of words identified after an 
hourts lapse from the l eLll'ning period. 'rhe l'dgher the readin 
.i 
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grade, the higher was the retention rate score. High relatio 
ship existed between the number of words retained and JI. .A. 
The l•Q• was not a significant factor in influencing the abU~ 
ty to retain sight words., or the nUIIber of words a chlld can 
~earn in a given time. There was a statistically' significant 
difference in the learning and r etention rate in favor of the 
bo,ys .• 
SUggestions for Further Researab 
1. Repetition of the stuqy with a larger nwaber of children 
with more eyen distribution ~ M.A. t s and I.Q;. •a. 
2, In t.he introduction of the words., a stuey- emphaa izing 
.meanings, and then test not onl;r for the number of words 
learned but the meaning retained. 
3. A. stu~ to establish more definitely the limits of le,am-
ing and retention rates for the various )(.A. ranges. 
h.. A repetition of the studf with a group that does not re-
ceive 8ZfT drUli in order to measure the amount of growth 
in reading. II _______________ _......._..........,_ ... _____ -- ------------------
1 
\I Hewell, Lawrence J. 
II 
"Performance of High and Low AchieYers in Special 
Classes for the vent~ Retarded on Selected 
Capacity Measure•." 
It 
Dissertation, 1952. 22lp. 
B.S. in .Ed., Sal.em teachers• College, 1942. 
Ed. M., Boston University, 1949. 
Problem. To locate those Special Class chlldren who had exceeded their 
potential, as predicted by the Binet, and a group o:f .Special 
Class children llho had failed to achieve according to their 
potential, aa predicted by the Binet, and to stud¥ the charac-
-- __ --=- ____1_eris:tio ~tb.Ltw"ctgoup..a_-:..&®O_rding to_their_per.f'ormanoe-- OD.- "------ --
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Scope and 
ten capacity mea ure • 
itationa. Th e study SU!"I{.'y-ed e abilities of all cblldre 
above C.A. 12, generally claa ·ified as t1 e u per group, wh.o 
were pupils in special classes for t h e menta.l.ly retarded in 
selected assachusetts ci ties . Th e working s ple was 2.3.3 
cases - 92 cases were dropped because t he,r could not meet the 
requirements of the survey. The extent to whi t e standard- ' 
ization populations of the capacity mea~ures used ere co -
parable to the sample populati·Jn of this study is que tionabl 
The relationship obtained for the sample group between pairs 
of measur~.5 ay b& affected by factors that were not given 
consideration. There is no pos i tive assurance that the sub-
sample group , containing on~ a portion of the cases having 
significant capacity-achievement differences, is truly repre-
sentative of all of the high and low achievers. ubsequent 
data sugeests th at t h e Binet is not too useful for pr ediction, 
nor does it appear to be representative of a wide sampling of 
abilitiee among t he mentally retarded. 
Procedure. AChievement ~tatus , in relation to capacity, for eac pupil 
was determined. A variety of intelligence measures were 
administered to a sub-sample of the total popUlation - t his 
1
. 
sample contained about 50 percent of t e cases · aving achieve-
1 
ment above or below capacity. etropoli tan chievement Teste 
were administered by classroan t eachers to all special class 
pupils above C. A. 12. ersonal data was compiled for all 
pupils. II '!he distribution of test scores on the Binet and the i 
II 
j: 
scores for .~~e six sub-tests were plotted on ormal ercentil 
Charts. The act 
' . 
Binet scores of th e pupils were compared 
arithmetically with the Binet score which was equated to the 
etropolitan score. The pre~cted score was in reality, the 
mc;.an of several measures. 10 ~ditr:Ld.ual capacity ~easures 
were a.GminiS.tered to a sample of the h i W1 and low adlievers. 
'l'he raw scores on the several capacity measures were die-
tributed sep.arate:cy- for e h igh and low aChievers . The 
final step in the treatment of the data involved drawing a- !i 
bility pt'ofUes for all cases in the expanded sub-sample. : 
Conclusions, 
I• 
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1, Average . achievement in the tool subjects for upper groups 
of mentally' retarded pupUs appeared to , range f rom a h i gh 
third grade level to a low fourth grade level. 
2. With the technique used in t he study, it was found that 
almost 30 percent of the cases showed a significant 
differenc.e between capacity and ~chie-vement in two or 
ore of the skUls areas. 
J. Factors other t.."lan ability, as measured by the Binet, 
seem to influence school achievement in t he skills areas 
among the mentally r etarded. 
4-. Capacit y, as measured by the instruments used in this 
stud)r tended to range among the sa."lple group from a po 
indicating littJ.e ability to level reached usually by 
o~ t he superior adult . 
5. The capacity measures used did not seem to distinguish 
=~- ' r-- ----~ 
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fa~lT well controlled and achievement varies, t here is 
a tendency for high achievers to score consi oeral>ly abov 
low achievers on t he capacity measures used in the etuqy. 
The Binet does not seem to be an effective predictor ot 
school achievement among the menta.l.l¥ retarded. I 
I 
7 • The capaci.ty instruments used in the stuqy do not aeem to ; 
be effi:lc-tive predictors of school achievement among the 
mentally retarded, 
8. The ill.struments used in t he study are relatively inde-
pendent of one another. 
9, Pupils Who have low performance on the Binet are not al-
wa;ys equally low on other measures of capacity. 
1.0. As a group, the mental)¥ r etarded, as repre.sented in the 
sample, score almost as well on some measures of capacit 
as do the average members of a normal population of 
similar cnronological age. 
Suggestions for Further Research . 
l . A stuey of non-intellective factors t.'ltat affect school 
achievement among t.~e retarded. 
2. A study of personality org8llization among the mentalq 
retarded. 
3. FUrther research. in consideration of capacity as it rela 
to achievement using a group test of capacity. 
' 4. A stu~ to det ennine the l'elationships between capacity 
and achievement wh en the criterion of achievement is some 
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measure · other than a test in the tool subjects. 
5. A study or t he extent to which differing methods of. in-
str uction afi'ect achievement. 
6. A s~udy of the · curricul\DJl areas in need of revi nion in th 
Ught. of special capacity strengths displqed by the men- I 
tal.l7 retarded. 
7. Determination of reliability data for selected capacity 
measures based on · special class populations. 
8, A study of ca: acity-achievement st.atus among the lese 
Tariable groups or mentall.y retarded pupils. 
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Ramsdell, Evelyn F. "Delinqaency Proneness in a Group of Edu.cationallT 
Retarded Children." 
Thesis, 1950. l77P• 
B.S. Boston UniTersity, 19.35. 
Probl e • To find some o£ the relationships among delinquency. educa-
tional retarda~ion, and dull nomal r.Q. • s. 
Scope and Limitations. This study included a group of Jl students in 
the junior high sahool section of a r eneaial school for educa 
tionally' retarded children. • ~ant cases were behavior problem. 
The group was too small to make ~ide generalizations; and 
t herefore any statistical analysis would be invalid. The use 
or test results without any background information makes con-
elusions , especial:~.¥ in indiTidual oases, inferential. ~ince 
i ntelligence tests are negatiTeJ.¥ influenced by a reading 
disability, the Tal.idity of the I . Q.•s of t his group is 
questionable. 
rooedure . An analysis of scores were made on the results of the 
Kavaraoeus Delinquenc.y Pronenes s ~cale, a delinquency t.est, 
-------=--
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il and interview_, an a~"'lievement test; an iilte-lligence -test, an 
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a test of . social and personal adjustment . I ndividual . profile 
were also anal¥zed . The emphasis in this t hesis was on the 
ability of tests to detect inciplent malbehavior. 
Conclusions . This group was found to have low normal I . ~.• s . This- is 
the group from whi.ch most delinquents are drawn. therefore 
one would exp.ect to find more proneness to delinquenc.r here. 
The median score on the K•D Proneness ._ cale fell about half 
way beti'reen the scores of the public schools and delinquent 
groups . · This would i."ldicate that there was more proneness 
to delinquency in t."l. is group ti.1 an in an average school popu-
lation. Other tests showed that self adjustment of this 
group was ayerage, but t1 e social. adjustment was poor. on 
the basis of test prof'Ues , it was possible to f ind those 
students in need of active hel p in personal and ~ocial ad-
justment. 
Suggestions for Further ResearCh . 
1. ore studies comparing results whic.'-1 would valid t e the 
K-D roneness Scale, and demonstration of its use in 
detecting children who are prone to delinquency. 
· 2. Using other techniques, more studies are needed of the 
adjustive patterns of retarded children as compared with 
non-retarded. 
J. ~ tudies corabi,ning t.1.e use o£ t he K- D Proneness Check ·r.is 
and Scale to si::.to;J t1 e usefulness of combing t est inform-
ation with per~;onal and environmental information. 
4. Studies t o show the value of t he K- D 4 r oneness .:caJ.E) in 
--·· ------ _::__~---= -=--· - -=-1'-'-
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Ring, Shirley B. "A Comparison o.f A .. chievement and Mental Ages ot 
Ninety--Eight Special Class · Children." 
I Thesis, 19.51. 62p . 
B.S. 1n Ed., Salem Teachers• College, 1943 • 
. 
Problem., To compare M. A. • s and the achie"AAD.ent ages of 9 Special 
Class c..1.ildren based on comparisons between the 1937 revision 
of the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test, Form L and the Pro-
gressive Achievement Tests, Primary Battery Forms A and B, and 
the Elementary Battery !o~orms A and DD. I I 
I Scope and Limitations. Study was made in the special classes in :Malden• [ 
Mass. on children having C.A.•s ranging from 7-10 to lS-llJ 
M.A.'s fro• $-9 to 14-2 and I.Q. • s from 4.\)-9.). 
Comparisons were made on unconYerted scores rather than 
standard scores. Data was based on one intelligence test and 
one amt ievement test. No consideration was Jll&de for amount ot 
time spent in special Class . Itapossible to estimate amount ot 
guessing and the numbers of chUdren in 4S-S9 and 90-9) I .Q. 
groups .as small. 
Procedure. I.Q. tests were administered b;y the author or supervisor an 
achievement tests were administered and scored by teachers. 
Correlations using . earson-Yam.ent Product e thod were compute 
using. E.A. t s and M.A. t s. 
Conclusions . 
1. ean E. A. • s were greater 1n eTery test except Spelling, 
reading total, and reading vocabulary than the mean M.A. 
2. 79.7% tell within one 7ear or aboTe the M.A.' s and 7]1, 
- ~---=---
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3• SS% of the scores equalled or exceeded M.A. expectat ions. 
4. · Differences between u .A.•s and E. A.•s wer e greatest in tn• 
low r.Q.· groups. , 
).' Hi ghest scores were in the arithmetic fundamentals except 
tn I.Q. · groups 4s-49 and 9o-9.$ were highest scores were 
Spelling and Language. 
6. Lowest scores were in reading vocabular.y. 
7. Correlations ranged between u.A. • s and E.A. • s frOJil. +·.3hl 
in Spel ling to +.690 in total score. ith the exception 
of correlations in Spelling and Language all others indi-
cated a considerable degree of relationship. 
Suggestions for further research. 
1. A similar investigation to include a larger number es-
pecially in the low r.o . groups. 
2. An innstigation to show relati onship between length of 
time spent in Special Classes and achievement. 
.3. An evaluation based on scores of another achievement test. 
-----~~~------~-~--~--------~--------~-----~--~------------
ji. Pszchologr 2£ Learning Studies 
!, Bartell, Madeline E. "Differences in Social Habits, Bod¥ echanics• and 
Interests of Higb. and Low Achievers." 
Thesis, 1942. 48p. 
B.S. State Teachers• College at Bridgewater, 19.37 
Problem. To measure specific factors other than mental ablli ty llhich 
might be related to school achievement. The factors measured I 
were grouped as Individual Social Habits. Group Social Habits, ji 
Boc:\v' Mecnanics, and Interests. Jl 
Scope. The stud;y considered which individual sociaJ. habits, group i 
'-1 
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roc;edure. The factors were classified into. four general groups u 
indicated.. Traits were lieted with precise analytical. de.,.. 
c~iptiop.s of eacn item. These check lists were rated by the 
clas~oom teacher. Coaparisons were made of the teachers• 
ratings on the group of traits for high and ln achiGTers. 80 
pupils in grades three to eight were paired for mental ability 
c.A., sex, and a.t least one grade score difference in achieve-
ment. Various other !actors were tabulated to insure similari 
ty of the pairs. 
Conclusions. The ratings of the individual a:~cial habits showed that 
initiative, industry, and independence were significant traits 
of the high achiners.. Teachers• ratings on group social 
habits showed no trait as being significantl;y characteristio 
for either group. The greatest differences in the percents 
rated average or above was in leadership; in favor o£ t he high 
achievers. Ratings on body mechanics mowed significant dit-
terences for auditory alertness for the same group. Interest 
in voluntary r eading, LJ.ental activity, and creative writing 
showed diffe.rences that were close to being significant for 
the high achievers. The ·ot udy ooowed that there are trait• 
other than mental ability which are stgnit'icant for school 
achievement. 
Suggestions for Further ResearCh. 
A further invest,igation of these traits to promote the devel.-
opment of objective measures and to determi ne a greater 
reliability of traits which would be significant for school 
--=---==:: -------=- ---=- ----------
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1 Baxter, Frederick Gregory. "A Study to. Determine .the Effect oi' the F 
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ae an Implement o! learning, with. ~eciU. 
Consideration to the Slow Learner." 
Service paper, 1950. B2p. 
Ph. B.; College of the Holy Gross, 1932. 
Problem. To determine tbe .ef'feot ot the sound motion picture film, as 
Scope. 
an implement.. of learning for the slow learner. 
The stud¥ took place at the Vocatioo.al School at orce8ter, 
'l . ' ' ' . 
){as~achusette, in the seventh, eigh~, and ninth grades. 
Each. boy at the school attended academic classes for one-halt 
the school_ day and received shop inetruction !or the other 
half. 
Procedure. In selecting films .• care was taken not to present ~ sub-
ject matter beyond the understanding o£ these puplls. Each 
graQ.e was divided. into two groups. The lesson plan, made in 
the same sequence as appeared in the film, was limited, a s 
nearly as possible, to the period of time required to show 
the .rUm. Later. a test was administered to both groups and 
an analysis of the S.Qores made. 
ment and word-meaning was provided.. PUp Us with low reading 
abilities benefited. School work tended to become more iD-
tereeting and appealing, particularly to those who had ex-
perienced failures in other schools ~ The number of absenqee 
per pupU was reduced on the days when films were to be shown. 
The tests indicated that t he slower groups acquired informati 
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·I more r eadil3" f r om films. 
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Notion pictures, 'YJhen properly 
I 
:\ used, increase learning. 
limited to an;r one group, 
The gains in learning were not 
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I . Freeman, Helen Frances. "The Diff erence Between Recall and Recognition in Normal and '· entally Defici ent Children." 
Thesis,. 1948. 69p. 
.I 
II 
roblem. To determine and investigate differences in recognition and 
I 
recall between normal. and mental.ly deficient children. 100 I' 
ainth grade chUdren and 100 Special Cl ass Children were choee~ 
from the Boston Public Schools for: the study. Test materials I) 
i 
were l.S common words and l.S common objects. Amount of r ecog-
nition and retention was measured by the use of recognized andl 
retoined let.t8l's. The reoult.o achieyed fo:naed the basis of 
1 ~u~. ll 
Procedure. the morning hours of the week were used with the normal grou.Jl 
li 
being tested last. The sUbjects were divided into small. group~ 
and were tested first With the verbal meterial. The experi- II 
manter was familiar with all the children. 
Conclusions. In every comparison. t.he normal children achieved higher 
scores than tbe mentally deficient children. The deficient 
group more nearly approached the nomal group in the .recogni ... 
tion test for objects. 
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.' VI. urveys and Follow•UJ?. Studies 
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Andrews, Frances arGhnll Jr. "The ducational c.tat us of the Blind 
entally Retarded in the United States." 
Thesis, 1932. 6op. 
- 1 B.s., Massachusetts Agricultural College I m~ 
' ' ,J 
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~rocedure. The £oll~ing questions were aakeda 
1. How marJJT pupils w·ere enrolled in 1920, 192$, 1931.? 
2, O£ this number, how many had I.Q. •s o£ 19-10, 9o-Bo, 
J, Please indicate number of tests administered. 
4. Check sex, color, and cause oi~ blindnese. 
$~ Subjects taught, training program. 
6. Do you believe these pupils belong in a school £or the 
blind? sooool for th feebleoO!'IIlinded? or separate institu-
tions and why? 
A curriculum was also presented by the author. 
Conclusions. The number of blind mentally retarded pupils reported in 
these institutions was 1,605. All were in agreement that the 
blind feeble-minded child should be in an institution for the 
feebl -minded. Practically all the institutions for the 
feebleminded did notr1ing in the line of education for their 
blind irmates. A need ws.s felt by all to have some .special 
curricula for this group • 
.,._ _________ ,..,... .. ... .... _ ....... - --------·-·---
Clifford, · ary Frances . "A Follo.,..Up Study o£ _ entally Retarded Children I 
Who Left the Special Classes in a Large Indus- 1 
trial City During the Years 1941•1948. ~ 
Thesis, 19$0. 78p. 
BB •• in Ed., Teachers ' College at Lowell, 1934. 1 
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- ==1,- - -! Problem. To discover what social, ecoll:)m.ic and vocational adjustaents 
vrere m.ade by a group of mentaJ.ly r etarded chlldren who had 
left the special Classes in ·a large indL\strial city in assa-
chusetts from J une, 1941 t o June, 1948, 
Scope and L~itations. 
The group studied was composed of 101 persons with I. • 1 s 
rangi.n £r01n 32-112 and c • .A . •s ranging from 1.5'-24. They were 
out o:C Special' Classes from one to eirht years. This study 
further examined information obtained from a previous· stud;y of 
the same subjecte. Six ch.Udren were not looated.. Hom• visi-
tations resul tad in some reluctance and misinformation. 
rocedure. A quest.ionnait"e was developed for securing information in 
hoae visit a ... i cns. In£ormation was secured either from study-
ing the child or from close relat ives. other information waa 
secured. .from the school. 
Conclusions. ihe stuq, indicated needed adaptat ions and extentiona iD 
curricul~ and need for greater intergration between chool 
and home. The follcnring .results were :indicate<h 
1. $.9% had spent between six and seven years in Special Glas 
2. 7.9% had spent between one and two j-eare in Special Class. 
). At 16 years, 78.2',£ had left school and 1S.2% were married. 
4. 2.~ were divorced and 8.9% of the group were delinquent. 
S. 6.9% were incapable of working; 72 were employed.. 
Suggestions for ~urther ResearCh. 
I 
of unemployed bqs lt'ho had b sen previously em• I 
II 
l. A stu<:W 
plo7ecl. 11 
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=---- between 7S-90 'Who had attended 5'}>eciaJ. Cla"B and those 
llb.o had not. 
3. A stuc:\Y to determine relationship of reading deficiency to 
social maladjustment. 
4. A study comparing emotional adjustment of a group who 
attended Special Class and a group who did not attend. 
$. A study of adjustment of those who were transferred earq 
to Special Class and those who •ere transferred late. 
6. A survey to determine how man;y people were aware of the 
existence of the Special School. 
7. A stuqy of the me thods of clusitication ot c:lildren in 
Special Classes. 
8. A stuqy of selective techniques used in the plac«nent of 
children in Special Classes. ,, 
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Comeau, Arthur Charles. "A S tudy of Retarded Graduates and Retarded 
Withdrawals in a Junior High School." 
Thesis, 1949. 78p. 
Problem. To discover whether certain educational, personal, or social 1 
I 
differences existed between pupUs who were more than 16 years , 
old and who graduated from a junior high school, and pupila 
who left the same sehool before being gradl.lated. 
Scope and Limitations. 74 cases included were children who a t tended a 
junior high school in a large city in l{aesachl.lsetts. Those 
selected were one of two categori esa 
1. :Pupils who completed grade nine after at~ing their six-
teenth birthda,ys. 
2. Pupils ·who l eft school after attaining their sixteenth 
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birth. day's • 
More t han three .fifths of the group studied were boys with 
r.Q. 's ranging f rom 62 to 106. 
Procedure. Specific educational, social, and personal items were studie 
such as r.Q.•a,· attendance, echool subjects disliked most, 
marks, hobbies , vocational plans~ work experience• family' size. 
and education and occupation of parents. Through inYestiga-
tions of other st udies , the author discerned the followiDg · 
factors as pertinent to the stuqy of those who lett schoola 
age, mental abllity, school marks, retardation, health , atti-
tude of the pupil toward school, socio-econoaic status of the 
famil.T, demand for education created by h011e standards. All 
information was obtained fran school r ecords and personal 
interviews. 
Conclus i ons. 1. The tact that th e pupils were not able to make normal 
progress through the grades was t he greatest single contribut-
ing cause for withdrawal. 
2. Pllpll being over age among classmates was a cause tor 
w1 t hdrawal. 
3. Retarded pupils who intend to leave jWlior high school w· 
'gen•rally' do so after becoming 16 7ears old. 
4. The retarded pupU whose parents were employ-ed in skilled. 
or professional-technical occupations was more likelT to com-
plete junior high school t-'llan a pupil lllh.ose parents were 
employed in occupations requiring lees skill. 
\ 
5. The cultural level of a honte, as evidenced by a hODte lib-
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junior high school pupil. 
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Donahue, Mary Theresa. "A Follow-Up StudT of a Group of ~ental~ Re-
tarded Children ·Who Left the Special Classes in 
a Large Industrial City During the Years 19 31-
1941.." 
Thesis, 1948. 76p. 
B h • , Teachers • College ·at Salem, 1944. 
Problem., To discov-er what social, economic, and vocational adjustments, 
Scope. 
were mad.e by a group of mentally retarded children who le£\ 
the Special Classel!l of a large industrial city from June, 1931 ! 
to June, 1941. I 
The CJ: ildren included in the stuqy had at tended a Spe.cial 
center and were of all nationalities . The center h ad not been 
fulfilling or providing for its ultimate objectives; few 
industrial facil.ities were available to the children, and a 
guidance program -.as lacking. The author aeriouel;r questioned I 
the value of the center during its earlier years. 
Procedure . A questionnaire was developed to obtain data on 84 boys and 
' 
girls . This information ns gath ered through personal. inter-
view or from people who had bad contacts with these children. 
Conclusions. Few became delinquents, but the few were confinned in 
their delinquency. The group as a whole found empl oyment in 
un-·skU.1.ed and s emi-skilled work. Those llho were married were 
well-adjusted and capable of supporting their families . Find-
ings interred that a vocational ·or part-time work situation 
was needed. Educationally, the center was not meeting the 
needs of the youngsters. A change was necassary to correct. 
uD.s~tisfactory placement and referal to the center. Few of 
~th.--=#====--
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did not understand its purpose. 
r:uggestions for Furtr er Research.. 
1. stuqy of the social adjustments made b.1 a group of 
children with I •• t s of 8o-90 who attended Special. Clas.,es 
as coJr.pared ith a similar group that remained in the 
grades. 
2. oo.mparison of tL e vocational adjustments made by a group 
of Special Class ch ildren who had had vocatio:n.al training 
wit,.,_ a. group that had had little or no vocational training 
J. study of the number of illegitimate children born to 
girls Who attended Special Classes. 
4. A stuey of t..fl. e adjust."!lents ma.~ ~ by children transferred to 
Special Cl asses at an early age with those who were not 
changed until they were over 13, 
5. A studf of grade placement of children hose parents were 
fonner '· pecial Class students. 
6. An investigation of the percentage of people in the com-
munity who were aware of the existence of the center and 
understood its purpose. 
~~ --, Doy:-:~ ~:::~:·:~ey of ::==--lt_t_o_: : ~:~~n::s in 
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assachusette." 
Thesis, 1950. 66p. 
Emerson College, 1928. 
roblem. To surrey and analyze the suitability of the literature taught 
to slow learners in . assaehusetts Hi _,choole. 
Scope. The surTe,y covered 42 assachusetts communities with popula-
ll tione of 20,000 or more. rincipale were sent letters reque 
:I 
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The letters were accompanied b;y questionnai res which covered 
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aterials, rouping, and grading inquiries for the slow learn-
er. 
rocedure. The questiom1air e was assigned a statistical validit-y and 
reliability and all respons~s ere evaluat d according to 
t hese responses. Validity was considered established it over 
three ... ourths or the school s r eplied. Reliability was con-
sidered e stabli shed by t .e questions a .''ld th , man."l.er in 11ich 
they vr ,re asked. 
Conclusions. Separate f aclli ties f or slo l earning chUdren were f'cund 
more in s ch ool r opula.tions of 20,000 to So,ooo. 18·~ percent 
of school :puplls are found in these clas ses . if crent text-
books were listed as the most f r equent means of providing f or 
the slow learner• • 25 percent of the schools responding were 
rE>.vising J.eir progrants. 45.2 percent of the books listed as 1 
being used were found to be unsuitable for slow children. ~· J 
ost common audio-visual aids used were pictures and record 
plqers. 
Suggestions for 'urther Research. 
An evaluation of programs enriched for slow learners . 
----------------------------------~--~--------------------._------·----~ 
Hayes, arguerite Hilda. "A aster List of Reading ](at rials for R&.-
tarded Readers in the econdary ''chool." 
. ervice .aper, 1946. 21Sp. 
B.L.I. Emerson College. 1932. 
roblem. To prepare a mast er list of reading mat erials for retarded 
readers in secondar,y s chools. 
I • 
If • 
--
Scope and L:Unitat ions. ota~ r esult of thi s research was a list of 1,~1. 
'-="==== eM "'L J,n~resti u books. The r_eop2_Il![OS _-k>_~ in<!ui!'.Y _type t ___ _ 
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letter reuarding book lists ere, on the whole, negative. 
Procedure. 150 letters were directed t o representative colleges, uni-
versities, state boards of education, and libraries asking 
wheth r a book list or liots had been developed in their 
' 
department t.hat would be of value to retarded or slow readers I 
I 
I 
in grades seven to t •elve. If no such list had been evelope ,J 
by the de artment, the author asked for su gestions as to 
those lists t hat •iOuld be available from other uOuroee . 22 
lists were compiled as a result of this inquir;Y. The list 
·were pr esented in this p"'J)er c::.t'tcr checks for accuracy had 
been made t hrougt. car catalogues, in libraries, ubli her· • 
Tr.-de List .Annual, 1945, the UniteO. ~;tates Catalo'rue , Books 
in Print, January 1928, Cumulative Book Index, 1925 to 1945, 
and Book Review Digest, 1930 to 194S. 
Conclusions. The ma ..... ter list was arran..red alphabetically :i.n 'three 
parts . The first part , as arranged by author and grade level 
giYen by the authors . Part two was listed by subject and the 
third by title with intermediate grade levels listed :in both. 
-----------·--·- ·- ----.. -------- ----
Johnson, Annie Catherine . 11A CoJilPar&tiye ctu.d:r of 26 Special. Classes 
for entally Retarded Pupils ." 
Thesis, 1948. l58p. 
B. S., Boston Uniyersity, 1947. 
1
: Problem. To analyze and compar e a group of , pecial Classes rated on 
selected items that appear to modern educators t..o be the co:!ll-
. I 
ponents of a good curriculu'l1, and to discover comething of the J 
composition of the Special Classes used in the surve,y. 
I 
II So pe and Limitations A rating s~ale was used for measuran E>nt purposes i 
+ ~ ~·~~ 0_ ~-This ,t.<tc;; ni~-Q~lilnited the extent of ~t!l _expecllllent -
I 
,I 
' 
:j 
I 
I 
·I 
'I 
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r atings were ma.de only once and by one- persqn-:- 26 pecia).""'-=-=-1--i=i =o---=-- ==-=- -
.Cl ass s in eight to1ms and cities were studied. 
Procedure. A scale was devised t o serve Special Class needs. Some ot 
t he items rated wer e s.s f ollcms: planning, s cheduling tilne; 
ob jectives or goals in teachi ne , use of ·upil time, equi paent 
and suppl ies, use of e~ip~~.ent, developing skUls, atmosphere 
and evaluation. 
Conclusions . There is a need f or mo:re careful diagnoe.is of pupUI'J be-
fore ... ·pecial Glass placement. Further considerat ion should be 
e:tven t o pupils wi th I . Q. r anges of So or below. More nex-
ibility in planning as s .o1ffi to be neeessary. More books ot 
h~.gh int est and low vocabulary l:v ls m ould be provided. 
(ore exhibits and displ ays shoul d be. used, thereby increasing 
concrete ·6XJ?erlences. Art a"td cra.fts should be extended to 
the more .functional are s of learning. 
Sugge stions for. Further . e search . 
1. C!im.ilar studie usine the same classes . 
2. A study' in which several investir:ators would pool their 
findings on t.i:e same classes. 
3. A study of the elo.sses wh ere ratings were high on the 
total seale. 
4. A study to d~termine the amount of Special Class artici-
pation lFi th normal puplls. 
~~-----~=_::~ pr~:S• de~-=~ ~=-di.ffer~~ the ••~ 
I Kellogg, Roberta ~ . ''A Follow-Up S~dy of One Hundred Males Who Spent 
~ome Time in the , ecial. Cla s ,es in the Public 
SChools of Newton, aesachusetts.n 
Thesis., 1941.. 94p. 
I 
I 
I 
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Problaa, To find out what social, econaaic, and personal adjustments 
Scope, 
were made b7 100 males who had spent some time in the pecial 
Classes of Newton, assachuset t s, and to use this stuqy as a 
basis to determine what further training could be established 
to meet the needs of these individuals more fully. 
100 males were randomly selected frca a list of all the malea 
who had been in Newton Special Clas ses between 1927 and 1926, 
and were older t han 16 7'lare of age in January, 1940, 
.Procedure. An infor ation record blank was used in securi ng vocational 
data on 100 bo7s. The writer attempted to find the duration 
of time that each person held a job, but this question was 
often vagueq answered. Personal interviews of all subjects 
were attempted. but this proved impossible. In some cases 
data was obtained by interview with a close relatiTe. 160 
cases were studied before the 100 were selected because of 
pletene83 of records, 
Conclusions. 
1. 79 of the persona studied came from homes of foreip 
background, 
2. 16 of the indiTiduala studied were married; oH divorced, 
3. The standard of living was low in moat of the homes, 
4. I.Q.•s ranged from 42 to 92. 
). 42 had further training than t.be Special Classes. 
6. Three had diplaaas froa high schools of trade schools. 
1. Most had left school at the age of 16. 
B. 82 reported that they had worked at some time; five re-
=-~--=--=t::~- -
-=------ -== -
=- --=-= :.g_~z:t.~d___J;hat _t l!__L7 -'~ad nevo_~or_)J;e_dL _ 
I 
-9. 47"kinds of empleyla; ;,t, ;;;,re Usted, morl-hilinl! into til; t---- . ~==­
unskilled class of work. 
I 
10. )!) had court recorda. 
--------- --·-· -·--_...-~----- --------- -·----------
Kineen, Mary :Margaret. "A Follow-Up Study of Special Claaa Pupils in a 
CoDillunity uburban to a Large Metropolitan City 
Thesis, 1946. 72p. 
A.B., Emmanuel College, 1925. 
I Problem. To determine how the boys and girls who were members of Speci 
li Classes in a comunit7 suburban to a large metropolitan city 
;I had become adjusted vocationally and socially, and what per-
Il 
d II 
I 
Scope. 
cent. of delinquency was appearing among them. 
The author investigated 100 cases chosen from the 16o children 
who had attended Special Classes in this community during the 
years between September, 1935 and June, 1946. jl 
.I II 
I 
I 
l 
:Procednre. 62 of the persons were investigated by the author, While 18 I 
I 
II 
li 
,I 
I 
-- - -
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who bad been state wards were traced and interviewed wi tb. the 
help of state social workers. A record blank, containing the 
following questions, was compiled for each pupila 
1. }f8Jile 
2. Date of birth 
). Nationalit)" 
4. I.Q. 
5. NUmber of years spent in Special Classea 
6. Academic level achieved 
7. Age leaving school 
B. School attended after leaving Special Classes 
9. First job after leaving school 
10. Why' job was len 
11. NUJD.ber of jobs held 
12. Job held for the longest time 
13. Job held at present. 
14. Earnings each week 
15 ~ :Method of obtaining first job 
16 • Periods of idleneea 
17. arriage statue 
18. Served or now serving oountry-
19. Suggestions of studies needed at sch5>ol __ 
- ~ ---- ·-- - -- ----~~= ---- -
-==-- -===- =-- ---
• 
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II 
II 
I 
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A. personal interview with each subject was necessar,y. 
Conclusions. 
1. Formal education of $1,28% of the boys in the group endecl 
at a median grade four, level twoJ 63.63% of the girls 
reachi.Jlg grade snen or higher. 
2. About 22% or the entire group of bo;rs failed to achie'Ye 
any more than grade three, level two; about 18% of the 
girls tailed to achieve at grade three, level one. 
3. The I.Q. •s ot the boys who entered the regular junior hi 
school ranged from f:l} to 90; I.Q. • s of the girls frca 
69-80, 
4. None of the group had been in Special Classes for less 
than a year. 
s. None or the girle was found to be delinquent. 11, or 
ot the bOJ'S were found to have been delinquent at least 
once. 
6 • . &.; b07e had been employed, as had 15 girle. 
7. 1) boys and seven girle had neTer been employed. 
8. 41 of the 78 boys had served in the araed services. 
~uggestions for Furti1er Research. 
1. A follow-up service to guide t.hese pupUe during the firs 
two or tbree years after leaving school. 
2. A survey of all local industries • 
3. Units based on these local industries. 
-----------------·----------------------------
-------------------
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JlcKeon, Rebecca ary. "A Follow-Up Study of Speci:il Class Boys Who 
Attended the Ledge Street School at orcester, 
)(asaachusetts, During the Years 19 32-1942." 
Thesis, 1944. 78p. 
_-::~---=- -1J-.s=.-, - eolumbia 'lfhj;Tersit: , - 19hJ;-.- -
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Probla. 'lo disco't'er what vocational and social adjustments were made 
by the mentally retarded bofs who had attended the Special 
Classes in the Ledge Street School in orcester, assachusett , 
during the period from January, 19 32 through June, 1942. 
' cope an Limitations. A random sampling of 210 bo7s were chosen for 
t.b.e SUM'Sf. '!be group represented dif ferent nationalities, 
socio-economic levels, academic achievement, and those sue-
cessful in shop work. The c.A. 1 s ranged from 16-8 to 27-10. 
The I.Q. Is ranged from $2 to 86. Because of variablee 1m-
possible to control, s uch as the effect of the war on indue-
trial conditions and the validity of some of the statements, 
rigid conclusions could not be drawn from a studir of t.hie 
size. 
Procedure. ·A record blank was prepared for each child co't'er:ing ques-
t .ions on background, academic achievement, social adjustment. 
outside of school, illnesses, militar.y service, jobs and the 
length of time they were held, periods of idlenees, and others 
an;y of the questions were anewered through school recorda 
but others were recorded through personal interviews. 'lhe 
courts also eooperated ·in presenting data. 
Conclusions. 
J.. The greatest nWiber of boys left school at the age ot 16. 
2. ore than half of the group participated in militar;r 
ser't'ice. 
). The parents of approxi mately two-thirds of these bo;rs were J 
I 
born in foreign countries. 
I inferior_._! 
I 
I 
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5. :ith one exception, the .33 who had married gave evidence 
of being well-adjusted and capable of upporting them-
selves and t .1eir families. 1 
6. Slightly over five percent of these bo;ys met success at a! 
level be.yond Special Class. 
7. one-fourth of these ba.rs became delin(}llents. 
8. ost found emplo;yaent at unskilled or aeai-skllled work. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
The shoe shops in the city employ-ed about one third o~ th I 
group at some t · •· 
9. The bop receind little help or guidance in obtaining 
their jobs. 
10. 'lbere is need for a follow-up f178tem to help these people 
in the earq stages of their vocational adjus tment. 
Suggestions for F'Urther esearch. 
""-- -
1. A stuqy of the entally retarded bo7s who were rejected 
for service to determine their adjus enta. 
2. A stud;r of the pereonality traits of ba.rs who have left 
school having attained leas than Grade Three status • 
.3. A comparison of the social and vocational adjustments mad 
by a group of borderlin cases who have attended Special 1 
Classes with a group of similar ability who have remained 
in the regular grades. 
4. A CO!IIparison of the adjustments of a group of Special 
Class boys who had attended pecial Classes before thq 
became 10 years of age, w1 th a group who were not so , 
placed until they became 1.3 year.a of age. If 
_ ~- J. etudjy Of bO.fS who jl&Ye_ bec;_oma drivers to -=detemin! :th - -
I 
(J . 
extent to whiCh they contribute to accident ratings. 
6. A study of a group of mentally .retarded boys to det ermine 
their use of leisure time. 
----·-----------. -______ _....._,_,_..__..., ___ ·-----------------
cKeon• Rebecca ary. "A Comparative Follow-up Study of entalq Handi-
capped Youth ho .ttave Attended .Special Class in 
Six Large Industrial Communities." 
Dissertation, 1948. 220p. 
B . .. ' ., Columbia Universi .ty, 1941 • 
. ~ .Ed., Boston University, 1944. 
roblem. To obtain evidence of the effectivenes s of pecial Class edu-
1i cation for the mentally retarded through a comparative follow-
! 
'1 up study of individuals who had attended Special Classes in 
cities having different practices in organization and instruo-i 
tion. j 
Scope and Limitations. 3$0 persons - 17.5 girlt1 and 17$ girls, with I 
r . Q.•s ranging f rom 52 to 87, C.A.•s £rom 17 to 27 were selec.J. 
I 
'by random sampling f rom six s chool sys tems in four eastern I 
I 
states. These adults had been out of school f~om one to ten 
years. < chool records did not supp~ data for determining 
accurately the grade level of achievement f or t he graduates. 
Personality traits of the individuals who had made successful 
adjustments were ·not studied. 
rocedure. 'Ihe author attempted to determine t he educational. vocational. 
economical, and social adjustments of t he group, through a 
survey tecbnique. Information wan obtained through i nterTiews 
I 
'I 
school, court, and emplo,.ent records. 
Conclusions. Educational, economic, social, and vocational adjustments 
were listed. The following r ecoeendations were suggested as 
~Cul.WII :In- S~ecl.al~Cla .... r~ -~~-
~·~ 
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1. Careful records of standardized measures of ac:hievf'll!lent 
have a definite value for purposes of educat i onal and 
vocational guidance.· 
2. In rt.evr of their dif.ficult;y in obtaining initial emplOJ'-
ment, occupational inf'ormation, and exploratory CO'!ll"ses, . 
t~ese children need w~rk experience programs. 
3. A guidance per.sona is needed to fill tile gaps between 
4. Shop. work classes. for boys should be organized on. a more 
functional basie. 
S. Leisure tille activities are of importance to these 
.indi 'Yiduale who need definite instruction and opportunit)" 
for practice in hobbies that appeal to them. 
6,. Con8UIIler eduQation shoul~ be stressed. 
Suggestions for Further Research. 
I 
I 
II 
il 
I' II 
'I 
1. CoJllP&re the social and econo11ic adjustments of former 
Special Class pupils who had made academic achie-vement up 
tQ their M.A. • s with. th.ose of a group who have not. . 
2. Compare the adult adjustments of a group of mentally 
handicapped girls who have received careful. guidance in 
h.c:aea~ activities with those or a group who have had 
lees ~idance in this respect. 
3. Compare the vocational adjustments or a group or , necial 
Class boya 'Who have received training in occupational 
information and other guidance functions, with the voca-
tion&l adjustments of a group who have been t r ained in 
Special Classes that do not otter this training. 
:_ - - - ~ _-=...::;.;-__ ---- -~ =--- -:::::;::-_--;;-- --""""'---------
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Eleanor P. "A ation .ide Survey of the Recent Legislative 
Provis ions ade by the 48 States {194.$-19.$0) with 
Particular Reference to the f i ancial Aid for t he 
Education of the Mental~ Retarded in the ublic 
Schools ... 
'I !I 
I 
II 
I 
" I 
,I 
,, 
Ji 
Thesis, 19$2. 104p. 
A.B., Regis College, 193.$. 
Problem. To establish the position of Massach11f!letts in S.pecial Educatio 
I 
in relation to the nation-wide t rend. 
s cope and Limitations. Of the 49 questionnaires sent, complete r eplies 1 
were received from 4S states and t he Uistrict of Columbia. 
Information was also received from several sources in ashing-
ton, D.c. 
Procedure. ·A questionnaire w s formulated; noting that this information 
• 
was to be used as part of a legislative report. A request wae 
aade for arv- recent state publicatione, bulletins, or regula-
tione which might further explain the state provisions. 
Questions were to be answered by yes or not. A time limit ot 
siX weeks was set t or the answers. The questions covered stat 
legislation for the mentally retarded, occupational training, 
recent developments in tbe f i eld, special salaries f or teache 
o£ the ment~ retarded, etc. 
Conclusions. l":' ince 1945, there has been a .r apid and efi'ecti...e interest 
in legiolation providing education far tne ment~ retarded 
in the public schools. The need for a state program providing 1 
for the co-ordination and extention of vocational training, 
guidance and rehabilitation on behalf of the mental.ly retarded 
in the public schools is apparent. In t he case of uassach.uset , 
the recentl1 enacted legislation providing a 500 dollar 
~ 
I' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I. 
and maintain the l eadership in ... pecial Education tor which 
Massachusetts was once recognized. There ie an urgent need 
for complete reView of the adl!linistratin policies of pecial. 
Education and an integration and coordination of the various 
services involved in carr.ying out an effective program. 
Suggesti ons for FUrther Research. 
1. An outline of an integrated state program of special 
education for assachuset~s, defining the organization 
function, and responsibility for each of the six areas ot 
the handicapped. 
2. A proposed method of job analysis and survey of occupatio 
al opportunitiee in the community- that could be conducted 
under the auspices and with the a istance of the state 
vocational rehabi litation department, lti-th a view to job 
training and placement or the menta1.11" handicapped. 
J. A follOlf-up of . ecial Class pupUs Jlbo h&Ye gone to VI>-
eat.ional or trade chools determining their grade proeresa 
at t he time of admtssion to trade school and iheir aubse-
quent vocational adjustment. 
4. A proposed adjusted lan of vocational and occupational. 
trai ning f or the mentally retarded that mi ght be incorpor-
a.ted into the .state vocational educat,ional program. 
~ --------------------------------------------------------------------
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Marshall, :Nora Agnes. "A Follow-Up "'tudjy of one Hundred Boys Who 
ttended pecial Classes at Two Junior High 
Schools in orcester, )(aasachusetta, from ,Jan !' 
19)8 to January, 1948." l 
Thesis, 19SO. 77p • . 1 
B.S. E. orcest~ ~_:tat!_J~a_:h~rs• __ C~~ege, 1949 ~ 
-- - -
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~-~· -· Prob:l.;., T~ deten>ine ti e c~~~l.bu iion or the sdlool in the=-=v=o=c=at=i=-o-n=al=~ =, =it===o-=-o=---= 
social, and educational adju.stments of 100 Special Class bOJ'S 
li 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
'I 
!I 
I 
who had attended junior high sohool in orcester. 
Scope and Limitations. 100 boys were interviewed. Data necessary for 
I 
carrying on the 8lJrV8,Y was obtained from the records of the 
/i junior hi8b sChools. A IWaeographed questionnaire was prepare · ' 
tor interviewing each boy personally. The inTestigation was 
started in autumn 1949 J the bo7s had been out of school froa 
one to U 7ears. 
rocedure. All the boy-s were contacted. Employers were interrlewed to 
verify current occupations and wages. Juvenile and District 
Court records were checked, The following :information was 
tabulated: Name , address , date of birth, M.A., I .Q., 7ears 
retarded, grade on entering f"pecial Class, time spent in 
Special Clas ~-, , time spent in junior high Special Class e 
on leaving school, education beyond SpeCial Ql.ass , first job, 
how obtained, nwaber of jobs held• job held the longeest, 
occupation at time o£ .investigation- weekq wages, Ulount of . ,\ 
idleness, armed service, leisure time interests, marital statu \' 
amount of delinquency-, curricular suggeetiou. I 
Conclusions. 
1. Adequate measures of school achievement were not available ~ 
2. A sm.all number attained success be.yond Spe.cial ClaBs level \ 
3. School provided littJ.e vocational guidance. 
4. Two thirds of the men served in the armed forces. 
s. ore than three fourths mowed no de1inquency. 
I 
-~-= 
I 
I 
7. ore than half were employed and the majori v found work 
11\ machine and dloe shops. 
a. The married group had small families and appeared to be 
well adjusted. 
Suggestions for Further Research. 
1. I! ake a follow-up stud;y of 100 boys ot aTerage intelligence 
to determine the educational, social, and vocational 
adjustments. 
2. alee a stu~ of the goals of a group of junior high Spec 
Class pupUs ae an aid in curricular planning. 
---------- ----------------------·--------------------·----~ 
Morrison, Col an. "A Surve,y ol the Reading Interests of Cb.Udren in 
Lower Ungra~d Classes." 
Thesis., 19).3. 82p. 
A.a., roTidenoe College, 1947. 
Problem. To find the reading interests of dull children for the purpose 
of adjusting the curriculum to their interests. 
cope and Limitations. 190 children from 10 classroOllle in nine schools 
participated. 27 stories were selected, three stories from 
each of t he following categories: humor, poetry, a.Irl..;nal I 
stories; stories of familiar experience, nature-science stories!, 
adventure, and faiey stories. 
Procedure. Each of the classroans was Tisited once a week over a period 
of. nine weeks. Three stories were read in each classroom each. 
we.ek, by the author. Four and half hours were fJ)ent in each 
classroom. The chUdren were taught t o use a tabulation fona 
in rating s t ories using an X to mark their cnoices. All 
responses were tabulated. The author obtained r eading ages, 
' ; ( Jl I] 
C..! - .•_sJ and I .q .• s !'rom the scb.ool.-recoru.--:-=--=-~ == l-=-==-=-=="---
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Conclusions. ildren! 
preference for an, one t,ype of s tor.y, but rather enjqyed 
stories from several categories. Fair,y stories and adventure 
recei ved t he h ighest ratings -poems · e lowest. ChUdren 
liked all tories 1fi th happy endings. Boys liked adventure, 
sport, and nature stories in that order; girls like humor and 
I 
stories of f amiliar experiences. Both preferred humor. 
Children in t his experiment were interested more in content 
than fJ> ccific story type. 
Suggestions for Further Research. 
1. ake a survey of reading interests in ungraded rooms in 
a junior high school. 
2. .!aka a stud¥ of' interests devoted e.xclusive:cy- to boys in 
ungraded classes. 
,3. !Jake a stud¥ of' reading interests of children in ungra 
classes Whose C.A. is the s e. 
4. stud;y of the factors of clements of stories lfhich in-
terest children in ungraded classes. 
.. ... ---------.---------------..-.----- -- •• .,..._ ..... ___ • • 1 --.-..--.....-.--
reston, Eleonora Prestininzi. II "A Survey of One HUDired Thi.rtT Six 
Special Classes in assachusetts." 
service aper, 1949. l)Op. 
B. S • . t tate Tea.cb.ers• College at 
Framingham, 193) • 
• roblem. To examine t.he Special Classes of assachusetts to ciiscover 1 
whether ~ standard methods of selection of and education 
!or the mentally retarded Cb.Ud prevailed, and to determine 
the general attitude toward Special Class education. 
• cope. 136 Special Classes were studied to discover what 
!I 
:I 
., 
:1 
I 
'I 
improvements could be ade to further special education in 
Massachusetts . 
Procedure. 241 questionnaires were sent to 119 assacbusetts cities 
and towm.s, maintaining ('!pecial Classes. 136 questionnaires 
ere returned f rom 74 cities and towns but onq 61. were com- · 
pleted. 
Conclueions. The majority of these Sp ecial Classes had satisfactory 
programs for sE:lection o£ candidates. In most cases, the 
number of sp cial subject supervisors was limited and inade-
quate. A well ... Lntegrated course of study, cons is ten~ 
progressive ~~roughout Special Classes in each s,ystem needed 
to be developed. Each system needed provisions £or planning 
and improving the curriculum.. Vocational guidance bureaus 
were l acking in all cases studied. There was little evidence 
of good contact between SpeciaJ. Classes and local employers . 
Suggestions for Further Research. 
1 . A coll!Parison of th.e relativ social and vocational adjus 
mente of Special Class pupUs leaving schools wi:tb guid-
ance and follow-up programs as compared With schools whi 
lack such programs. 
2. study of a large group of mental]¥ retarded children w 
determine their use of J.eisure time. 
). A stu.<:\1 of the personnel. teaching , Special Classes in 
taa sachuset ts. 
4. A stu<:\1 of the progran of work f ollowed in Special Classe 
A study to det<>rmine the number o:f children wit I .Q.~ ' a _ t _ _ __ 
=-....:..=.-'--'="-·abo-ve-d~04n-Spee;ia-l-ClaltS88 - ---- --1- -- -
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stuqy of t.l'1e ~pecial Classes to determin llhat public 
relation procedures are in effect and to determine the 
. relative 1rorth. I 
... ---- ___ ...,...____________________ - 1 
SJilith, John Gregory. "A Follow-Up Stu~ of tudents who Attended I 
Special Classes in Concord, ew Hampshire duringli 
the r ears 19.37 to 1947 ·" li 
Thesis, 1950. · 84p. , 
B.S . Ed. _, State Teachers• College at Bridgewater ! 
. , • ~d., s ·tate Teachers • College at Salem, 1939 
Problem. To determine ·oat JObs were found suitable by former Special 
Glass students in order to revise curriculum and add pro-
gram .of occupational guidance. 
Scope, Former - tudents were questioned about 'What school subject 
they- found most useful after leaving school. The :follow-up 
study was to be used to obtain the desired information for 
t..l-le establishment of a vocational guidance program, and to 
I 
I 
evaluate t.\te present program. li 
Procedure. 170 students who had left Special Glasses between June, 19 f1 
and June, 19h7 were studied and the careers of every other I 
one was investigated. This group consisted of 23 g::.rla and I 
II 28 boys. The information was gained by means of personal 
interviews and D.ailed . questionnaires. 
Conclusionfl. The author tabulated the following da.tat 
1. ocial Findings 
2. Socio-economic Findings 
3. Educational Findings 
h. Vocational :£t•ind1ng• 
S. Delinquency .indings. 
GeneraJ.l3', the subjects had succeeded social:q and vocation-
~]¥. The present program of studies was filling the post.-
, 
I 
I 
r 
I 
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B...nd- strengths' a co-:-nb-inatlon pr ogram of work~· and -school -was - ={ 
found advisable t o determine occupational sui tability. 
Suggestions f or Further Research. 
1. A study of the sallle subjects te·n years from now. 
2. A study of the accident r ecords of those holding driverer 
licenses. 
3. A school pr ogress record of the offspring of the married 
group . 
4. A stuqy of the other half of the 170 subjects to note how 
closely the findings paral.lel this study. 
5. A study of the occupational skills and their incorporation ll 
into the school program. 
------------------. -. . -----------~-.:....-------------i!o 
Stacey, Paul Frederick. nA Follow-Up Study of one Hundred and Four 
Special Class Boys Who Attended the Center 
School at Salem in Massachusetts from Septem-
ber, 1936 to June, 1946. 8 
Thesis, 1951. 122p. 
A. B., Boston College, 1932. 
Probl em. To ascertain what social, economic and voc~tional adjustments 
were made by 104 boys who were enroll ed as Special Class 
pupils at Salem, Massachusetts from September, 193.5 to June, 
1946. 
Scope and Limitations. The ten year period was chosen because {1) it 
covered two economic eras, and {2) June, 1946 terminated the 
existence of' the Center School. 104 boys were rando.mly' II ,, 
selected. The data in this stuqy may point merely to a centr~ 
I 
tendency and cannot be considered as conclusive. The obj ecti 
information obtained could be ver ified, however, no definite 
conclusions were drawn from subjective information. 
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Procedu.re • The common factors of several questionnaires plus certain 
. other pertinent information was imbodied in one queationn . 
and sent to the lOL. boya who had· attended the school. 
Conclusions.· '!'he majority of the boys became weU .. adjusted in time. 
Intelligence was no barrier to military service. Mental re-
tardation c.tmnot be attributed to the birth place of the 
p&nnte or to nationality. Though leas than halt were 
married, ·those marriages were stable. The majority were ae 
supporting. Home conditione for the most part were average. 
All enjoyed various leisure activities. It was shown tbat 
the Special Class often became the clumping ground for idati 
or undesireables. Through close cooperation of school per-
sonnel, home, and community much delinquency could be avoided 
-67.3 percent entered Special Class between the ages of 11-11 
to lS-10. Little was gained by those who were near 16 years 
llhen they entered, since the majority left at 16. The best 
program would be one that would teach them the sldlla necess 
in choosing, getting, and holding job.a 
Suggestions for Further Research. 
1. A similar study of a group under the present system. 
2. A stu.d1' of the turnover in occupations of Special Class 
pupils. 
3. A comparison of the work histocy of a group of Special 
Class pupils with a group of non-special Class pupilll. 
---------------------------------------------------------------
Waters, Jane c. "A Review of the Research of t he Mentally Retarded 
Child.• 
Service Paper, 19.$3. l.$.$p• 
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Problem. To review the available research regarding the · mentally' re-
tarded child in the following areas: 
So ope 
1. Nature and characteristics 
2. Selection and placement 
3. · Ol'ganization and administration 
4. Curriculum and insttuction 
5. Fol:low•Up studies 
6. Detel"'llined areas ot needed reseal'Ch. 
Literature was reviewed trom all areas trom 1920 to 1952 1n 
which pertinent information was found on the mental:cy re-
tarded. 
Procedure. A caretul investigation of all available periodicals, 
masters• theses, doctoral dissertations, books• service pap 
wu made and summarized under the general headings listed 1n 
the scope. A bibliography is presented of all materiala re-
lating to the studT. 
Conclusions. COnfusion is noted in the many uaes of terms referring 
the mentally retardedJ the Kirk and Johnson classiticat:Lons 
are suggested as being more .feasible. A case study method 
suggested tor placement and selection at children !or Speci 
Classes. Organization would be based on C.A. and H.A. 
curriculum should be constructed around vocational and soci 
achievement. Vocational and placement bureaus are needed 
public relations should be emphasized. 
Suggestions .for Further Research. j 
1. Daftlo)llllent. of e'f'aluating 1notnment to meaSUl'e a Spec1"11 
Class laboratory and teaching personnel. 
2. A stu<tv to determine the number or detectives in a 
i 
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comnnmity. 
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school and are now interested in vocational training. I 
4. A comparatiTe study of Special Class children who had the 
advantages of vocational training• guidance, and follow-
up programs, placement bureaus, and public relations 
programs and those who did no't. 
S. A survey of women•s eltibs interested in preventative men-
tal de.fieieney. 
6. A study to determi ne relationship between obstetrics and 
mental. r etardation among dull children. 
7. An investigation to determine the effect of drugs admin-
istered to the mother during labor or in the inducement 
of labor • 
B. A study of job analysis in the areas in which mentally" 
retarded youngsters are anployed. 
9• A study to determine what materials are being used by 
Special Class teachers in the subject matter and hand-
work areas. 
10. A curriculum guide based upon needed units of leandng. 
11. A survey of visual aids found valuable and their use in 
the Special Class. 
1 
I 
I 
VII. Occupational. Studies 
Gale, F.lisabeth A. "A Program of Vocational Education and Guidance far 
the entally Retarded in Secondar,y School." 
Service Paper, 194$. ll2p. 
B.s •. , Teachers College at Salam. 
Problem. To deVelop a vocational guidance unit to enable the ment.al.:cy' 
reeea.roh, but the program had not been applied to an area tor 
experimentation. The success or fail.ure of such a program 
had not been determined. 
Procedure. The author devoted moet o:f the paper to findings of other 
people in the field and then developed the unit accordingq. 
Research found that the menta.lly deficient. as a group• were 
somewhat interior to the normal in muscular control., strength, 
and endurance, speed and accuracy o£ movement., handllri ting 
and drawing. Therefore., it waa necessary to develop a unit. 
for job placement appreciating these limitations. The need 
tor a carefully planned guidance program evolved tram the 
following findings a 
1. Three times as man;r of the suboormals had court recorda. 
2. The subnormal needed more help .tram TariOU8 agencies. 
3. Promiscuity and prostitution occurred slightly more often 
among the subnormal. 
4. The subnormal needed more guidance. 
S. The mentally deficient compared favorably with the normal 
1n matters of self support. 
Vocational guidance programa in three large cities w~ 
developed in detail by the author, who then presented tbe 
units with emphasis to the following: 
1. Occupational information 
2. Vocational guidance 
3. Vocational placement 
4. Vocational training S. Social Placement 
L__ __ --==--~act~_c~-and helpful suggestion~ _ for teaching -~~~ds a.l_ld 
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un1 ts were adaptable to an,y connnuni ty. 
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Harrington, Raymond T. "A Camnuni ty Occupational Survey of a anutac-
turing and Industrial City, Surburban to Boston 
to discover the Jobs or Occupations · i thin the 
Community, Sui ted to the Limited Abilities ot 
Special Class Graduates." 
Service Paper, ' 19.SO • lOlp. 
Ph. B., Boston College, 1934. 
Problem. To discover those jobs or occupations, within the limits ot 
the community into which Special Class graduates or thos e who 1 
leave school might enter. 
Scope and IJ.mitationa. The study was conf,_ned t~ an induetrial cit7 · 
t1 ve miles north of Boston. A listing ot business organiza-
tiona, utili ties, and service groups was made. Two phases ot 
the study were outlined, (1) within the communit,.: including 
identification and classification of occupations studied, and 
(2) within the schoola including the child and organization. 
A limited attempt was made to determine re~nts of the 
occupations listed. 
Procedure. · ithin the school: records of the children were ill'Yeatigate 
as to sex, and other personal data. V'!i thin the communi tya a 
survey tor.m was developed locating specific occupational 
groupings through telephone directories 1 chamber of commerce 
fil.ea, and a neighborhood canvas. Publicity 1J&8 issued thro 
local newspapers, and teachers were alerted. Distribution waa 
accomplished through the mails and personal delivery b,y the 
author's students. 
conclusions. Sufficient occupational opportunities were avai lable to 
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Special Clasa graduates in - their cnosen- fieJ.dB. - Ari-eleme~ -- - r 
ta.cy education for required for most 9f the jobs studied. 
Labor l.awa presented a severe barrier. Employers set s. mini-
mum entrance age at 11. The author felt a real contribution 
had been made to the c~uni ty and to the children by the 
study. 
Suggestions for Further Research. 
1. A follaw-tq> study of Special SChool graduates 111 thin the 
last ten years. 
' 
2. A surY'e)" to determine opportunities far girls in cbmestic 
. ' 
3. A study to promote a Special Education Bureau within the 
existing Department of Guidance in the school. 
4. A working plan to acquaint business men of the cOJIIJilUJli ty 
with the adYantages of Special Class children. 
$~ An anaqsia of all jobs presented in the S\U"Vey • 
6. A· survey to determine depth of occupational and voeat.io 
training in Special Classes. 
7. A study of techniques and best practices in the occupatio 
'I 
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I Houlihan, ?, ildred: L. "A orkbook in Occupational Information for 
S~cial Class Boys •" 
Servit;e raper, 19So. l26p. 
B.s. in Ed., Boston Teachers• College, 1940. 
Problem. To develop habits, attitudes, and skills 'Which aid mental.:cy' 
retarded boys in choosing, getting and holding jobs. 
Scope. The workbook was part of a course in occupational information I 
___ -"--=- foJ"_ a_group=-:o!c=~ntsq_J_z._ ~e_!ar~d bol a, l4 to _!_6 ye!U"~ ~ !lie, 
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Procedure. The workbook contained information concerning jobs availab 1 
in tbe semi•sld.lled, unskilled, and service areas, and txoain- , 
1ng in non-manual skills. Job placement, -interest and selt 
I 
I 
inventory exercises were designed to enable pupils to measure 
1 their O'Wll abilities, and capacities as a guide to selt im-
provement. 'l'he workbook was in loose leal form to provide 
tor the addition .of new materials. It was compiled from 
material on the interest, vocabulary, and occupational levels 
ot adolescent, mentally .retarded boys. Many difficult words · 
were included because of their importance to job areas. At 
the beginning of the study an appraisal of the needs and 
plana of the group was made through testa, questionnaires, 
and observations. 
Suggestions for Further Research. 
1. Un1 ts showing the place of the orker in the commUDi t7. 
2. A survey of all fields of work eo that slow learners 
might understand the interdependence of' workers and the 
importance of their contributions. 
). A survey of' local job areas. 
4. A tile of' occupational information in the Yarious school 
systems. 
S. An occupational vocabulary, using the minimum words re-
quired for various jobs. 
6. llore reading material on low leTels about orkers in 
occupations which these chUdren might enter. 
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Group of entally Retarded Boys ." 
Service Paper, 1945. 162p. 1 
Keefe, Marjorie v. 
B. S., . State Teachers• Colle e at Bridgewater, 1940 
Problem. To aide group of mP..ntaU..v retarded boys; ages 14 to 16, 1n 
Scope. 
the junior trnining department of the Brockton Hi r · School to j 
make a gradual and successful adjustment trom school life to 
occupational life. 
The plan covered a period of teaching, testing- guiding, 
'fisi t1ng1 job anal\Y'sis, and part time placement from Septembe 
to June, 1944. 
Procedure. DUring the first month o£ school, each bo7 was administered 
an achievement test, and two mechanical tests. As a result 
o£ these tests, three boys were found to be ready for voca-
tional school. For l7 other boys, units were planned to 
develop the manipulatiTe skills neceasar.r for some semi-
skilled and un--skilled joba. Each unit was taught for four 
weeks, one hour a eek, whi~ the remaining hour was spent 1n 
visiting related places of industry. Four visits were made 
during each unit. I n the classroom units, the child was ra 
on his ability to follolr directions, the promptness with 'Wh1 
he began his work, his cooperation with fellow workers, the 
neatness and accuracy of his work, the care o£ tools, the 
cleaning up of debris, and the speed with which he performed 
all these .functions. At the end o£ each hour, the chi.ld waa 
advised of his rating and given suggestions for impro·nng hi 
weaknesses. 
Some__of the boys had ~e mechanic&! ability ~an academiJ 
·- -·- ----------- --- --- -- ~ 
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expe....-lences gave e\ridence t hat the majority of the boy's were 
anxious to rk, and that they, were cont..ent to remain on a 
s imple type job which ould give them a measure of S'llCcess. 
The skills necessary f or the j obs at which these : ils could 
work were concerned chietly' with strength, dexterity, aDd 
coordination. 
" ! 
Suggestions for Further Research. 
1. A series of handwork units which would incorporate the 
occupational skills required for semi-skilled or un-s.~~IQ. 
jobs. 
2 • A set of objective testS of a simple nature tor scoring 
th · i nterests, personality traits, and social adjustments / 
of the men~ r:ltardede 
3. .An objective method ot measuring hand or finger dexterity 1 
i 
using actual tools and equipment. 1 
Lonergan, Joseph c. "Handbook in Woodworking tor Special Class Teacher~." 
Servic Paper, 1943. 194p. . li 
B.S. in Ed., Teachers• College at Fitchburg, 19421! 
Problem. To aid Special Class teachers in teaching woodworking tbro,
1 
the un1 t plan. ,I 
SCope. To provide Special Class teachers with an overall guide and 
plan to develDp specific vocationa1 and educational. needs in 
woodworking for ungraded children. 
Procedure. The workbook was developed to provide woodworking and 
educational experHmce f'or Special Class teachers and childr~ 
_:.L UU 
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U1 the following areas. 
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1.- Sanpl e units 
2. Explanation and description of tools 
3. Supplies and sanple projects. 
The section on · tools and projects is illustrated 1·d th photo-
graphs and freehand dra:v;ings . 'l'he projects l'rere arranged £or 
. A. •s trou aeven and belol;1 to nine and above. T .e ection 
on upplies was developed tor infornation and guides for the 
amount and kinds of materials needed. 
Conclusions. Photographs of COJr.Pleted projects were presented. 
Serkees, Leonard. "Study ot the Placement Problema ot the Mental.JT 
tetarded --t the alter E. Fernald School." 
Thesis, 1953. 48p. 
B.s., University of New Hampshire, 1947 • 
• s.s., School of Social Work, Boston University, 
1949. 
Problem. To study placement ·and parole problema of the mntally re-
tarded nt the ·raJ. ter '""ernald School. 
Scope. A study was made of 28 paroled students at the :Fernald School. 
Oon~lusions and S\'IUIIIl81"Y statements tare reached in regard toa 
(l) age, (2) grade last attended. before admission to Fernald 
School, (3) I.Q.. range, {4) difference between first and las\ 
I.Q. score and the dir ection of change, (5) number of times 
paroled, and (6) number ot pregnancies of nr;;ther. 
'I 
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Procedure. The 'Wt'iter was given access to all social science and school 
records. The ess()ntial elements were recorded and the intor-
mation tabulated., 
Concl.usions. Concl118ions were made from interviews 'With the chief ~ 
the Social Service Department and the following three factor• 
were listed as those most influencing parolea 
-- ---=:------ -
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1. Readiness of the cOmmunity t~ accept the parolee. --=----
2. ATailability of employment 
.3. Intellectual, emotional, nnd vocational readiness ot the 
parolee. 
Mean age of the parolees was 1.3 • .$7. 
ean age at first parole was 10.9. 
ean grade reached in public school was the third. 
edian times paroled was two. 
Number of pregnancies of mthers of paroled ranged from one 
eight. 
Greatest success in parole was indicated in the moron group. 
Scott, ~~ancis A. mworkbook in Home Mechanics for Special Classes . • 
Service Paper, 194.$. llJp. 
B.S. in Ed., Boston University, 194.3. 
Problem. To provide a practical course in Home .Mechanics for Special 
Scope. 
Classes. 
The workbook was made up of the follcndng ten unitst 
1. orld.ng Drawings 
2. Wood Finishing 
3. care ot Brushes 
4. Gluing 
.$. upholstering 
6. Glazing 
7. Silk Screening 
8. Plumbing 
9. Electrlci tT 
10. Care ot Leather. 
Each unit was divided into six partea 
a. Related optional un1 t 
b. Pre-test 
c. Work sheets 
d. Related background information 
e. EValuation 
t. Bibliography. 
Procedure. The units were written on a third grade level. As ~ 
_ _ _ techDi_cml ~~see-= ~ possible . were illustrated to facil1 tate 
.. 
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Conclusions. The author hoped to develop a measure of sld.U in per-
forming home maintenance tasks in Special Class youngsters. 
Optional actiVities proVided hobby interests for leisure-time 
· activity, 
' -
Suggest4,.ons for Ft.11'\~er Research, 
l, An interest survey among Special Class puplls to use aa 
a check list for rel~ted optional actiVities. 
2. An anal.;;ysia ot skills necessary to hold jobs which are 
tilled by" Special Claes pupU..~ 
.3. An evalqation of the workbook operations and procedures, 
un1 t by" unit. 
Wollock, Phillip E. "A torkbook in Basic Mechanics to Jlefltt the Needa 
ot Special Class Boys." 
Service Paper, 19$3. 9lp. 
B·S• 1n Ed., B'Jston University, 19$1. 
Problem. To. present a series of instruction sheets for use as teachiDg 
d~ces in basic shop mechanics with Speci.al Class boya. 
Scope. orldng guides providing outlines in home mechanics, metals, 
and. woodlrorld.ng were developed for 14 to 16 7ear old boys tor 
whom the Special Class is a terminal rooa. 
Procedure. The workbook was diVided into two sections, {1) information 
·about basic shop tools, and (2) basic job operation guidea 
for woodworking, meta1110rldng- and home repair. Photographs 
were used in conj1mction with subject matter. Vocabul.ary 
was graded to a third and fourth grade level. Variety in 
II 
,, 
I 
The author contended that the material within th book 
JIIUIJt be utilized and .following this a revision should be made 
with more complete coverage of the industrial arts. 
Suggestions far Further Research. 
1. A personal inf:.ei.rview type survey of tormer Special Class 
ba;yl 'Who are now at work. 
2. Construction and validation ot a mechanical aptitude test. 
3. A study considering the setting up of a special vocatio 
school for Special Class youngsters. 
4. Curriculum development for the training o Special Class 
teachers in the industrial arts. 
). A script with film strips in basic mechanics. 
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TABuLATION OF' ABS1RACTS 
easurement and Evaluation 
II Comparison or Achievement and Hearing 
Capacity 
aluation of Remedial Teaching 
Arithmetic Achievement Test 
Learrdng and Retention 
Delinquency Proneness 
Reading Abilities in Special Class 
Vocational. Studies 
Occupational Information 
I orkbooks in Home · echanics 
Learning 
Differences in Social Habits 
Recall 
Visual Aids 
Surveys and Follow-Up Studies 
Blind entally Retarded 
II Follow- Up Studies of Special Class 
I 
II 
Graduates 
Review of Research 
Legislative Policy 
Comparative Studies of Special Classes 
Reading Lists of Adjusted Material and 
Rending Interests 
•••• 
...... 
.... ' 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
•••• 
Total 
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N~ber jj 
l2 
l 
1 
3 
2 
4 
2 
1 
3 
l 
1 
s 
2 
1 
1 
1 
l 
10 
l 
1 
3 
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CHAPTER IV 
SUGGE..C)TIONS Fffi FtT.RTHEft RESEARCH 
The following suggestions and r ecoJIIIIlendations for further st udy are 
arranged to permit ease of study. The suggestions have been developed 
trca the graduate studies which have bee.n ebstracted. They are, partly', 
1 extensions from recommendations made by the authors ot each paper abstract J 
II 1 partly, areas 1fi thin the field of the slow learning child in which more re-
:j 
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search is needed; and partly, suggeetioM and reco:mmendations i'or the 
general and speoifi.c illprovanent of graduate studies as presented in the 
form. of service papers and theses. Each recommendation 18 presented ·ifithin 
the classification developed for each group or related tJtudiee. 
Pal't t. Curriculum !ateriale - Adjusted llateriala 
1. Studies to adjust all social studies areas, literature, and 
spelling to the abUitiea o£ slow learning children, in the 
various school sy••s, through grade 12. 
2. More atudiea, in particular social s tudies areas, adjusted to 
the low reading le'f'els of t he slow learning child, e.g. coal• 
rubber, meat, transportation. The need f or this type ot 
material on a first and seoond grade reading level is great. 
3. Kore exercises ahould be built to develop a beginning reading 
Tooabular;y t'or the slow learning cb.Ud. 
-4. A.nal.7ses of text books used. in social studiee throughout the 
eountr,y mould be made to deteraine how and if they are 
adjusted for the slow learning ClhUd. 
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S. · The development o£ a minimum essential vocabulary in the 
social studies field should be made tor the slow learner. 
6. )(ore use of the common things o£ ev~ ab.ould be categorised 
for the slow learner, e.g. road signs, billboards, menus, 
trolley cv ads, etc. 
1. The development of more games filould be undertaken to be used. 
in the teaChing of slow learning children in the content sub-
jeots. 
8. Greater attention should be paid to directional words used in 
adjusting uterial.s and the format of directions to keep 
within the adjusted level. 
9. A greater area and a larger population should be studied to 
determine the teaching 8Qlphasis plaoed on social studies iD 
tbe Tarious grades. 
10. In adjusting materials for the teaching of basic !kills more 
drill actinties should be provided. 
Part II. Curriculum J(aterials - Workbooks 
1. High interest readiness materials for the slOW' learning ohUd 
Should be constructed, using photographs, or original sketch•• 
2. ore stories of high interest, low reading level, is needed, 
especially materials written on a first grade leTel. 
). Picture material.& and other visual media in workbooks eholil.d 
. be in keeping with the intereet for whiCh the book is con-
etructed. 
4. Evaluations of the workbooks al.r~ written on a graduate 
lenl, either in individual classroOile, clinics, or on large 
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,$., Comparison studies with these - c;rkbooks• aSic -readers- oD- ~I ~ 
same level would be helpf'ul. 
6. ore supplementar,y materials are needed to be used with basio 
readers, 
7 • ore units should be conetru.cted, specifically written for the 
slow learning child, in the special classrOOil. 
a. Evaluations of these workbooks are needed to determine the 
extent of growth of slow children in a large group. 
9. A stuey of sex differences in achievement on these workbooke 
would be of interest. 
10. A stud3' to determine what future needs in reading the presen'\ 
:reading systas proTide for the slow learning ohild. 
U, )lore illustrated workbook materials are needed, 
12, A study to oete1'Jiline it t he teaching of phord.os bas an,y efte 
on the reading achievement of the slcnr learner. 
13. ore local and state materials, presented in workbook form, 
for t he s~ learner. 
J.L,. )lore use of current source materials should be proTided tor 
workbooks for the slow learner, e.g. the United Nations. 
lS. More specific directions, on the reading level of the child, 
in the adjusted workbooks are pertinent. 
16. It~ analysis of the exercises proTided in the workbooks, 
would aid in future research. 
17. Arithmetic workbooks mould be developed using more probl• 
solving skUls witb adjusted vocabuJary leTel. 
Part III· Educational Growth Studie• 
1.. A long term educational stu~ o£ high and low moron groupe 
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attar chronological age 16. 
2. A atu<:J.y of the educational growth of mental defectives in 
institutions for the feeble minded. 
.3. In the acainietration of group tests of achieveaent and in-
telligenc' better control is needed of such factors as gueae-
iDg and preteaching it Talidity of scores reported in studies 
are to have significance. 
4. )lore consideration and description of teaching methode with 
slaw learning children should be included in studies comparing 
achieTement gains. 
S. Individual intelligence tests and other evaluative techniques 
could be used in edncational growth studies to accuratel,y 
determ.ine classification, within l:bU'\a, ot a mentallT re-
tarded child. 
6. PUpil bibliographies should be included in theses and service 
papers considering educational processes. 
7 • Experimental studies stressing teaching aethods should include 
control groups. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
B. Growth studies should be longer lasting and continuous through- i 
out the sono:)l career of retarded children. 
9. Information and research is needed to d.evel.op and pro'ri.de 
successful teaching techniques with severel7 retarded children. 
10. Studies are needed to compare soci . al and per.sonal growth ot 
slow children in special classes as compared to slow children 
as a control group in the regular grades. 
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, p~ IV. Evaluati.on and )(eaSUJ'eDlent Studies 
i 1. Achieveaent teats geared to span the intellectual lwela o~ 
II 
(I the mantalq retarded ill all subjeot matter areas ibould 'be 
j, constructed with strict adh~rence 'to standard procedures. 
I 
2. The oaae e·tudy' fora of reporting evaluation of spacial class 
children ie recomended. 
3. picture testa to suppl•ent oral and pancU and paper t.este are 
needed to eYaluat.e achievement on sub-special children. 
4. EvaluatiOn and 11easuremant of social and personal progress -rit.h 
mentalq retarded ·children is needed. 
S .: Studies should be m • . to determine the reasons for disparity 
in se:x: pop·.Uation in !a.Yor of the· boys in speci~ cl~sea. 
6. The wesohl~H" Intelligence' Scale for, children should be coapared 
with a. large sampling of mentaJ.l1' retarded ohildren on the 
Stanford•Binet Int.elligenoe Test. 
7. A stud;r to determine the effeot of hcae environaent upoa tested I 
aapaoity o:Z menta.l.l3 retarded children. 
8. A compilation o'? successful teaching methods in the tool sub-
jects should be made with slaw children. 
1
, part V. Psychology of Learning Studies 
I 1. :u:ore studies with larger populations 'to determine the extent ot 
the di..f'ferenoes in recall and recognition of sl.ow children. 
2. All t.ypes ot filll strips shoul.d be produced in all areas tor 
slow ahUclr~ • 
.3. DeTe1opaan1i or more f:Um.s specilicalll' suited to the slow 
.learner. 
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. 4. Studies with larger populations to .measure specific factors 
other th-.n aental abillt7, llbich might be related to achool 
achievement. 
S~ A study to detel'lline -.hich social habits geared to mental ages 
~teem . characteristic of slow learner.s. 
6. TerJllll used in paychological studies shoUld be defined aa exact-
ly as possible in relation to subjects used. 
7 • Larger populattona are needed tor psyah.ology of lea.rning studie 
t.han are noted as being used. 
8. A study to determine COJ!!.Parative interests of various age 
eroupll' of t.he slow learning ohUd. 
art VI. Surveys and Follow-Up Studies 
1. There is a need tor more studies conoern1ng the mentalq bandi- \ 
capped who ar• also pbTsically handicapped. 
2. There should be more studiea designed to further the under-
I 
I 
I 
~!tanding and cooperation between the hOIIle and the school con-
aerning the objecti'Yes of the ment~ retarded. 
3. The survey11 studied indicated that crafts were used extensiv.q- ! 
in the hOIIles bT the mentally retarded. This field should be 
broadened in order to continue an interest in leisure tiae 
acti'Yities of these <i11ldren. 
4. K&l\Y o£ thtt "Follow-Up" studies noted a need for curriculua 
eyaluation, more guidance and better records for each ohUd. 
S. There is a need for a survey to investigate the personali'Q' 
traits of those special Class graduates wi1o became maladjusted 
011taide o! school as det.ermined by jail sentences and lack ot 
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6. A eu.rYey to note reactions of employers to mental.l;r :retarded 
youngsters whom they have hired. This would be of value in 
adjustinG the curriculum and vocational guidance prograae to 
meet the needs of both employer and the child. 
7. There were no suners which investigated the special class 
teacher field. 
8. An investigation of ti1e colleges and univer~itiea offering a 
training program for teac..~ers of t.l-). e mentally retarded would be 
beneficial. 
9. Empha~is in tollo.,.up studies for special class graduates 
should be on vocational adjustments and educational needa. 
10. Because of the sometimes conflicting interpretation of question 1 
I 
on SUrTey"S fhort sum:nations mould be included in questionnaires 
defining what i s wanted. . J: 
U. Umq- survey-s dealing with follow-up studies limited eir in-
vestigationa to a listing of findings. ;uggeations £or 1m,-
provement of eduoation where the conclusions pinpointed the 
weaknesses would have been most help.ful . 
12. A survey of jobe 'Which would help the special class teachers, 
in seeking the types of positions in 'Which the mentall¥ re-
tarded have aet nth success, for her group in a local situa-
tion. 
13. There have been no studies to detenninc .ow different sa1ooJ. 
systea3 doal with the prc:Ol• of segregation of the mental]¥ 
retarded. 
.l . .{ rr:: 
11 J IPart VII. vocational Studie• 
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1rould be beneficial. In the studies abstracted the .teacher 
determined the type of work in Which the mUd wae to engage 
or the results of aptitude tests were used. 
I 
__ J_ 
2. t.t trial periode could be arranged for several positions before! 
th mental.q retarded child begins to . dr&ll' a eala17 perhaps a 
more adjusted program would be the result. 
). occupational information for special class girl• io a neglected i 
field. 
4. A stu~ should be made to determine the value ot early special 
claes placement. 
S. .A. course ot studtf' mould be developed that would help th sub-
normal child to cope with 011ployment form.s, intervins and 
writing letters to obtain positions. 
6. There should be follow-~ studies on special class graduatee 
to determine the schoole t function in the social adjustment of 
the mentally retarded outside of chool. 
7. •rhere have been no studies to determine if th e han~ork project 
and unite taught in school were put to fanctional use outside 
ot school. 
8. A greater stress dloul.d be made in the field of social adju.t.-
ment in order that the occupational emphasis would be aet with ' 
greater sucoess. 
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For making tllis reaearah proje.t possible, gratitude 
ia due to the people who have written the theses and 
ael"f'ice papers used in this studjr. 
'their naaea are listed in the bibliograpq whioh 
toll .... 
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